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DeRosier over
Walgreen's leaves
Crossroads for new
location in April
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Valentines '
Day of love and
romance can be
✓enjoyable for all

Lawyer asks CAAS to help defend murderer
Lawyer said police were racist, police call accusation 'absurd'
by Muhammad Karim
STAFF WRITER

An African American teenager
convicted of murder shoµld not be

sent to prison because of his urban
background, according to Eileen
Davis, a public defender for the

Minnesota State Public Defenders
Office.
Davis addressed the Council of

African

American

Students

Wednesday in Atwood Memorial

Center's South Voyageur Room.
Davis is the attorney for Koon

Palmer, a 19-year-old St. Cloud
resident who pleaded guilty this fall
to murdering a friend, Rondrick
Skipper.
On May 25, 1995, Palmer had
an altercation with Skipper, who
lived in1 Paln~er's apartment

building. According to St. Cloud he acted in self defense.
news · media, the two were
"The press made a lot of
intoxicated, and Skipper threw erroneous reports about the case,"
some form of liquid on Palmer, Davis said. "It was well known that
prompting Palmer to stab his friend, · Scuby could be uncontrollable
killing him.
when drunk. He threatened to get a
Davis told a different story. She gun and kill my client. (Palmer)
said Skipper, also kndwn as Scuby, was merely acting in self defense."
was kno\1/n to be violent when
Davis told members of CAAS
drunk. Davis said Skipper's actions she requested a change of venue for
threatened the life of her client, and the trial because she felt it unlikely

Keynote
speaker
addresses
womanism
by Robert Kraemer
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Go TO VERNER, PAGE 3 •

Go TO MURDER, PAGE 5 •

United Way
report
details
challenges
in St. Cloud
community

Africana

African American women face a double
jeopardy in American society. One for being
African American, and another for being
female.
·
Keynote speaker for Black History Month,
Brenda Verner, addressed two issues at
Thurday evening's assembly. The (irst,
negative and stereotypical imagery of African
Americans and second, Africana womanism
and its distiguishing differences from
traditional, European American feminism.
Verner is President
of Verner
Communications. She is a communications
consultant and human resource development
trainer.
An only child, Verner grew up watching
television programs such as "Amos and
Andy," where black people were consistently
made to look exaggerated and stul)id.
"I would ask my mother, 'Is that really
what black people are"like?' She would tell
me, 'No, that's just white people's
perception.'And I would always say, 'Based
on what?"' Verner said.
It was in 1970, Verner ·said, that she was
first imroduced to garage sales.
"I thought they were great. It was the only
place you could get something for nothing,"
Verner said.
It was at a garage sale that Verner started
collecting stereotypical imagery of African
Americans.

her client would receive a fair trial
in the wake of the false statements
made in the news media.
"It was rumored Keon stabbed
Scuby because of a girl," she said.
'That is not true. Scuby and Koon
were both drinking and Keon
honestly thought his life was in
danger."

by Muham,mad Karim
STAFF WRITER

Shane A. Opat,/ASS!STANI PH(f[O EDrrQR

Freshman Valerie Souer studies on the second floor of Atwood Memorial Center
as students walk past below on the mall, Above Souer sits a sculpture tttled
"Daphne," created by Ruth Thomas,

St. Cloud residents are concerned with the
effects of cohesion. in the community,
according to a report from the United Way.
The research stated the belief in
strengthened family life as a deterrent to
crime, drugs, teenage violence, deliriquency
and the other vices some believe are
responsible for destroying the moral fiber of
the St. Cloud community.
Jami Bestgen, director of Resource
Development at the United Way, said the
United Way has been conducting these
surveys for five years in order to gauge the
pulse of the community. ·
"In the past, people pointed fo schools and
other institutions as the responsible party in
regards to dealing with teenage violence and
delinquency," Bestgen said. 'Tus year marks
a change. St. Cloud residents are saying .that
stronger families is the answer. They are also
detemllned to keep St. Cloud a small town by
resisting the problems caused by a big city."
Bestgen said the United Way will share
the results of its research with other nonprofit groups in the area in the hope of
making a concerted effort toward the
problems.

Go TO UNITED WAY, PAGE 19 •
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TODAY
Men's Hockey
vs. University of Wisconsin
at National Hockey Center,
8:35 p.m.

Men's Wrestling
at North Dakota State
University at 7:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball
vs. Morningside University
at Halenbeck Hall, 7 p.m.

Women's Basketball

In Atwood Memorial Center,
Recreation Center at 5 p.m.
Cost is $4 per couple.
Grand Prize is·dinner for
two at D.B. Searle's. For
more information or to sign
up, call 255-3773.

Watch on the Rhine
SCSU department of
Theatre and Film Studies
and the Holocaust
Education Grant present
''Watch on the Rhine," a
play .about life in Europe
during the 1940s. This will
be presented Friday and
Saturday nights in the
Perlorming Arts Center,
Center Stage, 8 p.m.

charged fonner state Rep. Jeff Bertram with
23 counts of campaign violations.
The indictmeni charges Bertram with 5
felony counts stemming from allegations
that he abused the state campaign donation
refund program.
Bertram has also been charged wi.th 18
misdemeanors. These charges are the result
of allegations that he received campaign
contributions from central Minnesota
businesses. ·

.. \
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local strip club closed down, but at this time
they don't know hqw to accomplish the task.

University Public Safety is accepting
appfo;:ations for employment for fall quarter
The Bottoms Up strip .club was raided . 1997.
Saturday night. 1\venty area residents were
Anyone interested should pick up an _
arrested for solicitation in a public place.
Five.others were arrested for possession of application in the Admini strative Services
building,
room I02.
cocaine.
Area residents are angered and want the
There will be various positions open for
club closed, but township su!)ervisors say fall quarter. The majority of the positions are
there is nothing they can do to.
for patrol officers or dispatchers

be~!~r~~:~!~i~;~;ti~: e':J.i!e~.;;~ .
The township is involved in a federal
in March
court case that prohibits it from taJdng any
Bertra·m ,;,,as booked at the Steams ~rt of disciplinary action against the club or
County Jail and released until his next · its owners.
scheduled ·court appearance.

STATE

A week after the jury awarded
the families of Nicole BrownSimpson and Ronald Goldman
$8.5 million in compensatory
damages, they were awarded
another $25 million in punitive
damages.
The
verdict
was
not
unanimous.
Supporters of Simpson said
the ex-football star is broke, but
the plaintiffs said his name is
worth at least $25 million over
the next 25 years.
Simpson has not commented
on the ruling, but experts expect
him to claim bankruptcy.

Any student who is enrolled in a least six
credit hours at SCSU is eligible and
encouraged to apply.
The deadlil).e for applicatiolls for fall
quarter is Feb. 28 at 4:30 p.m.

& NATION

Simpson case
John Lennon
could finally be immortalized
over
on stamp

SATURDAY
Men's Hockey

\,

Bertram indicted on · Area i;-esidents want University Public
23 counts
strip club. shut down Safety seeking help
Monday Stearns Country grand jury has
Residents of St. Augusta, Minn. want a for next year

vs. Morningside University
at Halenbeck Hall, 5 p.m.

Sweetheart Bowling
Tournament

.. _ '

CAMPus & Co.MMUNTIY

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

,

A member of the fab-four,
better known as the Beatles, will
have his likeness printed on nine
collectors' stamps in the small
country of Chad.
The set, which commemorates
the tenth anniversary ofLenii.on's
death, depicts every stage of
Lennon's life and career.
· John Van Emden, president' of
the International Collectors
Society, said this is great news to
individuals who are still upset
Lennon and the Beatles were left
out of the U.S. Postal. Service's
"Rock'n Roll Rhythm and Blues"
stamp series.

Indiyiduals interested in
ordering the stamps can call
1-800-3 11-8500.

Teens want to
be challenged
in school
A study by the Public Ag~nda
Foundation, a New York Citybased research group, shows
teenagers care about their
education more than most people
thought.
Seveny-five percent of the
students surveyed said they
would pay more attention in
school if there were stricter
standards and these standards
were enforced. Seventy-nine
percent said they "':'ould learn

more if attendance was better
enforced.
Almost 90 percent of the
students agreed that reading,
writing and mathematics were the
most important things to get out
ofa high school education.

.Rock star is a
newmom
Melissa • Etheridge
and
significant other Julie Cypher are
new mothers.
Cypher gave birth to an 8
pound, 9 ounce girl Wednesday
morning. The baby is named
Bailey Jean.
Etheridge says she will take
time · off from touring and
recording to spend time with the
baby.

Cfironicle
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vs. University of Wisconsin
at National Hockey Center,
8:05 p.m.

l~AGO. .

University Chronicle (USPS 121-580) is written and edited by"St. Cloud State University studentS Snd is
published twice weekly duting school-quarters, and weekly during summer sessions, except fmal periods and
"v~~tiono.

Men's Basketball

Fonner Mr. America and
JS:ung-fu master Mark Dayton
visited SCSU to give a
motivational speech about body
building.
Dayton, has other claims to
farl)e: ripping 'the Los Angeles
phone book in two, breaking
baseball bats, bending coins and
rifle barrels and voluntarily
hanging himself (using his neck
muscles to withstand the
contractiOn of the noose).
Dayton started body building
at the age of 15. At that time he
weighed only 120 lbs. He
currently holds nine records in
the Guiness Book of. World
Records

:

vs. South Dakota University
at Halenbeck Hall, 6 p.m.

Women's Basketball
vs. South Dakota University
at Halenbeck Hall, 4 p.m.

Valentine's Day Party
For children ages five to 11
in Eastman, main
·
gymnasium from 1 to 3 p.m.
All children who attend will
receive ff'ee tickets to
Saturday night's men's and
women's basketball games.
For more information call
255-3325.

CoRRECOONS
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

University Chronicle will
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Guest speaker confronts body image issue
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER ·

Students gathered to hear about
eating disorders during the final
winter quarter instalhnent of the
Women on Wednesday series.
Kathy Paden, M.S., a licensed
psychologist at St. Cloud Hospital,
spoke about body image and some

of the causes of eating disorders,
especially in women. She said the
disorders not only hurt the women,
but society as a whole.
"We all pay the price for the
distortion of beauty in our society,"
said Paden.
According to Paden, the desire
to be thin, which leads to eating
disorders such as Anorexia Nervosa
and Bulimia, also leads to a loss of

productivity from the person
suffering.
Paden said children and
adolescents end up paying a high

price. Society teaches _thorn a
positive . self-image
comes
from being made-up and paraded
around
in
fancy
dresses.
It forces juveniles to develop an
unhealthy sense of self, and the
problem is getting worse.

~~------------------~

"We're

holding

the

dam back," Paden said.
"We're not making much
progress in stopping the

flow."
According to Paden,
constant ~lieting does not
allow young girls the
chance to come to full
growth, which usually does
not occur until a woman
is in her twenties. Dieting
often starts as early as

fourth grade, she said.
To get to .the root of
the problem, it is n~essary
to look at body image,
Paden said. Negative body
image begins at a young
_age and is most prevalent
during adolescence.
"Adolescence is a time
or self-doubt," Paden said.
'1t's a time or confusion."
The self-consciousness
that occurs during that
time
leads
to
the
predisposition to eating
disorders in young girls,
according to Paden.
Paden pointed out a
study done about eating
disorders · in . women and
how
women
see
themselves. The study
Lukas JohllSon/STA.FF .PfiOT()GRAPHFR
showed that among secondKathy Paden addressed the issues of body image and eating disorders year law st udents, women
at the Women on Wednesday forum at Atwood Memorial Center. It was would ra th er 10.~e .. five
the last session planned of the winter quarter series.
get an A on a

hn:~:~

Verner

Women feel that if
!hey can't control
how much they
make or where
they work, they
need to have
cantrol over their
body.

PAGE 1

By the time Verner graduated from college
she had accumulated a collection of postcards
and other paraphenatia that misrepresents and
"cartoons" blacks, Verner said.

During her collection process, Verner said
she . was personaliy encouraged by Alex
Hailey, author of "Roots," to continue her
work.
"My husband wasn't
really interested in what
I was doing at that time,
but after a while he
couldn't afford not to
be," Verner said.
Verner has been in
the lecture circuit for 21
years. She first spoke at
Harvard
University
immediately following
her controversial article
written in 1974. The
article expressed her
views on a tcnn she
coined;
Africana
womanism.
"The only speech
that's free is what they
want to hear," said
Verner.
According to Verner,

Keynote speaker for
Black History Month,
Brenda
Verner,
discussed Africana
womanism
and
negative
imagery
aimed at African
Americans
at
Thursday
night's
presentation
in
- - - - - - - ~ Ritsche Auditorium.
Julia Peterson/PH<JfO EDrTOR

Paden . said
the
two
"That is an indictment , of
our culture, nOt of women," Paden most common eating disorders arc
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia.
said.
Paden said although people can Both start with simple diets.
overcome their disorders, there is People eventually lose control over
the impulse to cat and become
still a negative body image.
"We represent bodies and dangerously thin.
Paden went on to speak
beauty as meaning you 'have to
how
a
change in
be !Jun," said Paden. "Models are about
not, a clear representation of what the perception of beauty is JXlSSible.
One way to overcome ~ocicty's
we really see."
The cosmetic industry has aided need for beauty is to educate
young girls and
in the negative
boys
about
image
many
beauty
and
people
have.
what it is.
People spend
"I thlnk we
more
money
need to start
each year on
with
being
cosmetics than
more realiStic
they do on
education and
about
our
bodies," Paden
defense,
said.
according
to
According
Paden.
"We 'spend
Paden,
that
millions
of
means taldng a
stand against
dollars trying to
the media and
change
ourselves,"
forcing
advertisers to
Paden
said.
"We're trying"to
be
more
Kathy Paden
truthful in its
fix the idea that
advertisements.
something
is
PSYCHOLOGIST
"The
wrong."
majority
of
The results
of society's fight to change people women wear ~izc 14 and
are dissatisfaction with bodies above," Paden said. ''The majority
and eating disorders. According to a of models wear size one or two."
"P.sychology Today" survey, 15According to Paden, an
percent of women said they would important
way
to
stop
sacrifice five years of their lives disorders from occurring is to
to be a desired weight.
teach respect. If people stop
Another cause for distorted teasing others about their looks,
body images; Paden said, is then more people • would be
the change in gender roles and the comfortable with the who they are.
"If we can start by doi'ng this,"
pressure women feel to succeed.
"Women feel that if they Paden concluded, "therl maybe
can't control how much they make we can get to the root of
or where they work, they need to the .problem· and end society's
have control over their body," said distorted images ,about beauty.''.
Paden.

the black women heard speaking in support
of feminism are the ones white women have
selected. She said it is outragcoµs for white
women and gays and lesbians to compare
their struggles with that of black women: Her
justification was that white women, though
they may be treated unfairly, ,!,fe the heiresses
to the wealth of this country - referring to
white men.
''The issue of feminism is very real for
white women, but not all women. Black
women haven't embraced feminism because
they're already running it." Verner said.
Verner said African American women are
closer to clinical depression than any other
group.
"I, personally, take on the tcnn feminist
because it helps me explain my reality being
a female. To me, it doesn't diminish my being
black," said June Parrott, associate professor
with half-time appointments in minority
studies and women's studies.
·
Verner later discussed the entertainment
business and the need to engage more in
serious conversation and not allow violent
and obscene movies, television programs,
music and video games of popular culture to
draw us in.
"I think it is sick how many movies are
made where white girls get killed. It seems
the prettier they are, the more disgustingly
they are murdered," said Verner.
Verner ended her presentation with a
slide show which displayed a selection of
the postcards in her collection depicting
young, African American females as
intimate objects or making reference
to African American male genitali a,
enforcing the myth that black men have
larger-than-normal penises.
·

DO
NOT
ENTER
Great pioneers
don't hesitate.
MDA research
pursues
·every possible
.avenue.
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SCSU student does her part to fight .crime
Criminal justice major assists the tri-county area
as a member of the community action group Crime
Stoppers
by Lukas Johnson
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

"It's a Way of getting my foot in the door," Kim
Jodsaassaid.
Jodsaas is a volunteer student member of Crime
Stoppers, a non-profit organization that rewards
people who call in with tips relating to criminal
activity.
'1t's a totally anonymous phone call," Jodsaas
said.
Accc;irding to Jodsaas, the Tri-County Crime
Stoppers office was established in 1981. It is made
up of between15 and 25 volunteer members from
Benton, Sherburne and Steams counties.
The organization assists law enforcement
agencies in solving crimes, said Jodsaas. They also
work to broaden community awareness of violence
and crime by talking to people in the public about
crime-related issues.
Jodsaas, a senidr criminal justice major, is also
involved with the Criminal Justice Association as a
board member and she works for the St. Cloud
Police Department as a transcriber.
Jodsaas said she was asked to become a member
of Crime Stoppers by Richard Andzenge, board
member of Crime Stoppers and advisor for the
Criminal Justice Association. Jodsaas was
unanimously voted in by the board.
Jodsaas said she is starting her first quarter with
the organization this spring and will serve a oneyear tenn if all goes according to plan.
Jodsaas said she is going into law enforcement to
help the up-and-coming generation by getting
involved with Drug Abuse Resistance Education, .a

drug awareness program for children, and other
community activities.
Jodsaas said she wants to be a big part of the
community. She said she also wants to be fair and
look at both sides of the picture.
"Obviously, my interest is in helping the
community," Jodsaas said.
Law enforcement is a personal goal according to
Jodsaas that will eventually lead her to Alexandria
Technical College for further training in law
enforcement. This training involves hand-to-hand
combat, handling mace attacks, and other rigorous
trials, she said.
"(Jodsaas is) a hard worker, intelligent, and very
interested in law enforcement," said Susan
Stawarski, a sergeant with the St. Cloud Police
Department. "She doesn't like to sit still and is
always asking for new things to learn and new ways
to help."
"(Jodsaas is) everything I like in _a person,"
Andzenge said. "She's very mature, very
responsible and very nice."
Jodsaas said she encourages criminal justice
majors or minors and others who are interested to
get involved with the Criminal Justice Association.
According tp Jodsaas she wants the community
to be aware that Crime Stoppers is out there. For
more infonnation, call Crime Stoppers at 255-1301
or(800)255-!301.

Senior Kim Johnson is starting her first
quarter as a student committee member of
Crime Stoppers.

Lnl«Ls Johnson/STAFF PHUT'OGRAPHER

Clinical and research tracks available

·

One-year intensive program

EXCEL Property
Extensive, well equipped labs

Mgmt. Inc.
FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING

Prof. Tommy Boone

(800)447-5444

e-mail: tboonel@facl.css.edu

Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
or summer and fall.

Call 251-6005

• 4 bedroom apts.
• 8 campus locations
• 1V & phone jacks in

all bdrrns.

• X-tra large bathrooms
w/ 2 shovvers
·
• Laundry facilities
• Parking, carports,
garbages

• Dishwashers
• Microwaves, & more

NOW LEASING!

CASH

Need .some
for Spring Break?
Pawn, sell, buy, trade

Lowest pawn rate
charges in central
Minnesota!
21 years of commitment
M-F 9-5:30 p.m.
Sat. 9-3:0lJ p.m.

Granite City Pawn
St. Cloud, MN

252-7736

r,
CALL: 1-800-2-COUNCIL

websitewww.d~~:o~ i
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Speaker details education plans Murder
by Riley Worth
STAFF WRITER

Gerd Stratmann, Ph.D., a
specialist in European education
and vocational training, spoke to a
full house in Atwood South
Voyager Room, Tuesday.
Stratmann's presentation was
titled, 'The European Union and
Gennany: Education for Job and
Career." Stratmann's _visit was
sponsored by a Q7• readiness for
work and career grant.
Stratmann was introduced by
professor of German Roland
Specht-Jarvis, state chairman of the
Q7 facilitation team. Spei:ht-Jarvis

was largely responsible for
Stratmann's visit.
"(Stratmann) is one of just a few
engineers working to develop the
new European system," Specht-

Jarvis said. "His job is to integrate
all l5systems."
Stratmann talked about the
educational system in Europe,
using Gennany as an example. He
covered the changes it is
undergoing, and the importance and
popularity of vocational training as
opposed to schooling through a
university.
According to Stralmann, the 15
countries of Europe are trying to
come together under one European
system. For example, they are
setting up a system comparable to
MnSCU, a governing body to
oversee all public universities in
Europe.

'"The countries are forming a
European union," said Stratmann.
"All 15 countries have opened their
· borders."
To 40 so, ail 15 countries are
going to have to make concessions
to the way they do things. said
Stiatmann. Germany currently has
an equal to a master's degree, but
does not offer a bachelor's degree.
"We're going to have to
introduce the B.A. because we have
to adapt to the European style,"
Stratmann said. "In the time Of the
open market, students are no longer
protected by national boundaries.
All will have to speak at least one
other language."
,
The-problem Germany is having
with offering just a master's degree
is that it takes five or six years, for
some even longer, stated Stratmann.
Then, almost all graduates go on to
get their doctorate. By the time
they're done, they're almost 30
years old and demand higher pay.
According to Stratmann, in the
time of the open market, companies
are, for example, hiring 22 year-old
students .from England with a
bachelor's degree in science and
giving them on-the-job training for
a cheaper price than they can hire
German doctorate recipients.
According to Stratmann, this is
where part of the problem lies. In
Germany, about 25 percent of
students get their Abitur, which is
equal to an American high school
diploma plus one year of American
college, and go on to -study at

Let cupid;s arrows show
youtbeway.
A11your
·• ·
housing

neeas.

•· ~

Call Jenny today at 251-1814

'public universities.
Meanwhile, 60 percent of
Gennans go into a dual-vcx::~ional
training program. This consists of
three years of working in their field
of interest, in an apprentice
position, coupled with taking a few
corresponding classes at a public
university.
Businesses in Gennany now
hire people who have gone through
the dual-vocational
training
program instead of those who have
graduated from a university.
According to Sti-atmann, the
belief in Germany is that every
individual has the right to
vocational training. The dualsystem vocational training shoots
for a I 00 percent success rate.
There are about 600,000 applicants
every year for the ptogram and
almost no one is turned away.
One of the people in attendance
for Stratmann's discussion was
Jessica i..eukam, a senior majoring
in Gennan and International
Studies, and president of the
Gennan Club. She is researching
schOO\-to-work programs in U.S.
high schools. During her research
she has talked to students who do
not plan on going on to college.
"I
think
school-to-work
programs are highly advantageous,
and can help you find your
interests," Leukam said. "But the
ones I've seen here are used for just
the opposite. Students just use them
for extuses to get out of school."
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Davis accused the.police off_icers
who arrived' at the scene of the
killing for contributing to Skipper's
death. She said if the St. Cloud
Police Department had acted
responsibly, the outcome might
have been different.
''Because everyone at the scene
were people of color, the officers
aUtomatically assumed the worst,"
Davis said. 'They threw mace at
people. They stopped the
paramedics from perfonning CPR
on Scuby. The whole thing was
handled wrong. If the officers had.
not been so biased, Skipper might
still be alive and things would be
drastically different for my client."
Police responded by noting
Davis lacks evidence on this
accusation. '"That'S an absurdity,"
said. Capt. Leonard Smallwood,
who is in charge of public relations
for the St. Cloud Police
Department. "We received nothing
but cooperation from the witnesses
at the apartment complex, most of
whom were black." ·
Smallwood said the police
department has never received
complaints about this particular
incident.
In response to Davis' statement
that the police stopped the
paramMics from performing CPR
on Skipper, Smallwood said, "Do
you think that the family would
allow the police to intervene in such
aseriousmatterT'
St. Cloud Police Chief Dennis
O'Keefe said, "Her charges of
police misconduct are utterly false.
I can understand her desire to get
support for her client on the basi~ of
his age, but charges against the
police department of this nature arc
unfair."
be
Davis said

sentenced on Feb. 27. She said she
wants to explain the arguments she
intends to use in Palmer's defense.
"I do not believe prison is the
proper place for Kcon," Davis said:
"What Keon needs is rehabilitative
services. l think he should be placed
on parole for a long period of time.
This would let him know to keep
out of trouble, because if he didn't,
his next stop would be prison."
Davis said she believcil Palmer's
impoverished background in his
home town of Detroit contributed to
the situation.
"Keon was never taught conflict
resolution skills," Davis said.
"Keon lived in an urban jungle
where his first reaction to a threat
was to lash out. It's what l call
'urban guerilla warfare."'
CAAS adviser Mark Edwards
said he disagreed with Davis's
arguments.
"You just can't go before a judge
and make such vague generalities,"
Edwards said. "If you argue
(Palmer's) background played a
significant role in his crime, what's
to say he would not repeal the same
offense upon release? After all,
nothing in his background has
changed."
At the conclusion of her
remarks, Da"vis invited members of
CAAS to attend Palmer's
sentencing on Feb. 27. She said she
welcomes anyone willing to speak .
in order to explain their experiences
in what she called the "urban
jungles of this country." She said
her client has already shown a
willingness and desire to live the
life of a law-abiding citizen.
"(Palmer) has never been in
trouble with the law prevjously,"
Davis said. "He deserves a second
chance.''.

Too bad theydon!tt make
one for your heart.,-~ ~
Are you leaving the most important part ofyour body exposed? Just because they
say it's safe doesn't mean sex can't be dangerousemotionally. While you're
saying "I love you, "your partner may be thinking '1 love it. "
Because love, sex and relationships are so central to our lives,
we're offering a great booklet on these important topics.
just call J-800-236-9238 for your free copy.

Join us for

Prime Time
Weekly at 7pm Thursday
Voyageurs Room -- Atwood
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Walgreen's plans for move _to new location
by Riley Worth
STAFF WRITER

Walgreen Drug Store, located in
Crossroads Shopping Center on Division
Street, is preparing for a move to a new
location.

According to store manager David

Light, the move is tentatively scheduled for .
April 15, or whenever the new store
is constructed. The move will-take the store
to the comer of 25th Avenue and Division
Street.

"The philosophy of the company is
shifting away from regional malls to freestanding stores," Light said. "(Free-standing
stores) had better success for us. This way,

customers don't have to deal with.mall traffic
and mall parking."

A representative of Crossroads said

mall personnel are not sure who is going to
lease the space next, since Walgreen Drug
StOre has not submitted a formal statement
declaring it will terminate its lease.
Dawn See, a manager for The Gap
and Gap Kids, Inc., speaking for the
corporate office, said a move to Crossroads is
being considered, but nothing has been
signed.
"St. Cloud is an area where (The Gap) is
looking into real-estate property," See said. '1
wouldn't be surprised to see one there within
the next couple of years."

Walgreen Drug Store will vacate
Crossroads, effective April 15 or as

soon as the new location is ready for
its new inhabitant.

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER.

Financial investments pay off in the long run
by Eleanor Yang
THE DAILY NORTHWESTERN
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Evanston, Ill.
The • bills
accumulating on
your
desk
outnu!11ber your
syllabi.
You decided
to splurge after
finals.
You
.
wanted to ~et
Y?ur fnends those extra special
gift_s. Then there were those ~fterholiday sales at Abercrombie &
Fitch _and all those outlet bargains
that d1dn 't tum out to be such great
bargains. And when you got back
on campus, you weren't able to find
any used books for your classes.
Maybe it's time to sit down and
seriously consider that New Yyar's
resolution to save more money. If
saving through investments wasn't
a priority two weeks ago, maybe it
should be. You could stop worrying
about inflation outperfonning the
money you have sitting in the bank.
Your Social Security worries might
dissipate.
On top of that, steady investing
can ensure money for graduate
school, a down payment on your
first house or even a cushy early
retirement.

Most
students agree
it investing. The information is
isn't just a lack of knowledge plentiful, and your ambition is
that prevents them from 'starting unsurpassed.
to invest, but a lack of money.
• Go info shopping. Clip all that
But if you don't have a few information that's swimming on the
thousand bucks to throw around, newsstand and keep it for when you ·
. don't .worry. AJmost all ·
the
larger
fund
companies allow staning
investors
to
open
Individual Retirement
Accounts with $500 to
$1,000. And if that's still
.too high, some will waive
these minimums if you
invest $50 a month.
An earlier starting
point can make all the
difference.
"For every five years
you wait and spend on
anything else, you have
Robert Coen·
to invest twice as much,"
ECONOMICS PROFESSOR,
said
Anthony
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Kirchhoefer,
branch
manager at Charles
Schwab's
500
N.
Michigan Avenue office in have .the background knowledge to
Chicago.
put it into cofl-lext.
So what are you waiting for?
·
• Read up. To help gain an
Starting out can be daunting, unbiased overview, Robert Coen,
especially with the deluge of Northwestern
Universjty
reports in every newspaper, economics professor, recommends
magazine and TV show on how you you read a good book,
should be investing for the new _ ..I thi nk self-education is a
year. But, as many professors and good strategy in" investing.
student investors attest, there is no You shouldn't see . a consultant
time like the present to start first there • are too many

unscrupulous people out there,"
Coen said.
Newspapers like The Wall Street
Journal tlon't provide a guide to the
basic . terms, so the book reading
stage is very important, said NU
senior Amab Chatterjee.
The chemistry major
has been investing since
he was a junior in high
school and said he has
educated himself by
reading
publications
including
Barron's,
Value
Line
and

I think self-education is a
good strategy in investing.
Yoit' shouldn't see a
consultant first - there are
too many itnscrupulaus
peopl.e out there.

Morningstar.

The overview of what
factors affect the stock
market and what all the
numbers mean will help
you decide what's best
for you.
"It would have been
nice if someone had sat
down with Value Line
and told me this is what
price earning ratio and
dividend yields mean," Chatterjee
said. "I had to find that out by
talking to people."
• Once you've built that
foundation
of
knowledge,
determine your own financial
picture. How many assets do you
have compared with liabilities? In
other words, how do your student
loans compare to your savingS?
• Decide what your financial

goals are. Do you want to have
$10,000 saved for the down
payment on your first house in ten
years? Or are you looking for a
shorter investment to help out with
graduate school expenses? Decide
how much time you have, what
your ultimate goaJ is, and if it's
possible with the amount of risk
you're willing to take.
Students find themselves at a
great advantage because of the
e~tensive time th~y can invest.
Even if the stock market were to
crash tomorrow, you have the time
to wait it out and recover with the
market.
If you're looking for a get-richquick scheme, NU's Kellogg
business school student David
Fishman advises you to reconsider.
"I was an idiot," the second-year
graduate student said. "I invested
only in high-risk stocks - in a
satellite company and in health
care. I had friends working at one of
the firmS, and I thought that
sounded pretty good. I lost 30
percent of my investment."
• Pick your targets. Once
you've
decided
what
you
would
like out of your
investment, you might be in a
better situation to tackle those
clippings and forecasts you saved.

Go TO

INVESTMENT, PAGE 8 •

"There is something that is much more scarce, something rarer than ability. It is the ability to recognize ability." - Robert Half
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Weight loss programs
shed the winter pounds
Tamera J. Manning

fluctuates

with

th

~1::

·

the

·

are

sunshine,

Dec'd'

horrerldous tas.k.

~ it going? to be ~xe~cising?
Eatm~ h~al th
Or
it be a
combt~at1on of the h;o.
~eight Watcher s and Je~ny
Craig offer plans for losing
weight that don't include magic diet
pills
or
machines
10
squeeze ou1 1he excess fat
Boih offer programs designed lo
promote healthy eating and smart
thinking,
according
to
representatives from the two
companies.
Brian Luscomb, a representative
of Jenny Craig Headquarters in La
Jolla, CaJif.• and a representative
from Weight Watcher's customer
service office in Kansas City,
helped cl~ the fog by answering
basic questions.

w;n

Q: What is the average cost of
your program?
Weight
Watchers:
The
representative said it costs $19 to
regisler, and $11 per week after lhe
registration cost.
Jenny Craig: "There is a onetime enrollment fee," Brian
Luscomb said.
"The price

Weight Watchers: "Attend
regular weekly_ meetings, keep
~rack ?f weight, and any

·

mfonnat10~

on t~e food plan," tfie

rcp~e~~~a~v:a~:;~;Lifestylc classes
that are held during the week, and
private consultations on a weekly
basis," Luscomb said. "There arc
also peer support groups thal can be
aucndcd if desired."

Q: What is !he average cost of a
food plan for your program, per
week?
Weight Watchers: Customers
are not committed to buy Weight
Watchers food, but !he cost would
average $10-$ 11 per day if they
choose to buy it, the representative
said.
Jenny Craig: Luscomb said the
food costs between .$45-$90 . per
week.
"There are 70 food items to
choose from, including breakfast,
lunch, dinner, snacks and deserts,"
Luscomb s.aid
Once a customer reaches a
halfway point, !hey make a
transition by purchasing their own
food from a grocery store.
"First it would be a combination
of Jenny Craig food items aJong
wilh regular grocery items, and

Investment
Which industries do you think show
the most promise? Which countries
impress
you
with
their
developments?
Many investors advise stock
mutual fund s or index funds
because of their diversification. The
broad spread allows you to
distribute your eggs all over the
market.
"My own o pinion is that
one should buy into index funds
rather than managed funds,"
said Burton Malkie l, author of
"A Random Walk Down Wall
Street." The Princeton economics

then, finally, all food would be

ffi~lJ IB~ffi[LQ

purchased by the customer at
grocery stores," Luscomb said.

Q: What is included in thls cost?

1
: ' ~~~et
~~~~l\an ~~:~
indi vidual needs can be a

y·

there

promotions throughout the year."

STAFF WRITER

Summer is approaching fast, and
along

because
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Weight Watchers and Jenny
Craig representatives agreed the
average weight loss is one to two
JX)Unds" per week.

Q: Is there an exercise program
that correlates with your program?
Weight Watchers: "Yes and
no," the representative said. 'There
arc lx>oklelS available that give
infonnation and suggestions on
exercises."
Exercise tapes and equipment
are available 10 purchase, ac.cording
to the representative.
Jenny Craig: "Exercise is .
based on the customers' individual
needs," Luscomb said. "Jenny
Craig helps to customize an
exercise regimen that is appropriate
for each customer. There are also
fitness videos available for
purchasing if a customer desires to
doso."
Weight Watchers is running a
special during February. There is no
registration fee, and if a customer
pre-pays for a 16-weck session, it
costs $121.65 instead of1he regular
cost of $176.
Jenny Craig runs various
specials throughout 1he year,
Luscomb said.
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professor explained, "Markets
are relatively efficient. Index
funds provide broad diversification
at a low expense. Index fu nds have
done better than almost 90 percent
of all mutual funds out there."
Malkiel recommends that a
student take on "a bit more risk"
and buy an index fund of smaller
companies, such as one that invesls
in emerging market stocks.
• Don't jump in. Before making
any transactions, some students
recommend practicing first
"I think watching the markets
before puI"Chasing shares is

C onide
~IlY

Q: What is the average amount
of weight loss per week?

definitely a good idea," Chatterjee
said. "You can just jot down the
price everyday and look at the
patterns after 30 days."
• Keep your goals in mind.
Whatever your approach, the most
important point is that everything is
based on what you want out of it what you've set as your goals.
There is no guarantee that you will
make money on the market, but
your education can yield high
rewards.
"I' ve found it pretty valuable,"
Chanerjee said. " It's definitely a
good thing" to start OUI with.

'
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NEW~ EDITOR
NEEDED TO START
IMMEDIATELY

Qualifications include:
People skills
Strong English skills
Strong AP style skills
Writing skill
QuarkXPress experience

l.._.

~·

Dependability
Versatility
Efficiency
Flexibility
The news editor gathers
story ideas, assigns stories
, and writes at least one story .
per issue. The news editor 'is
involved with decisions
liJ
regarding the entire
University Chronicle
n
operation.
It's a great chance to gain some
valuable newspaper experience
- and get paid for it.
~~~ow
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Breaking boundaries
DeRosier makes record-busting a common practice
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

SCSU IX)!e vaulter Dustin DeRosier
has added meaning to the saying,

"elevating your ganie to new heights."

Last Friday a1 the Husky
Invitational, DeRosier broke his own

school record in the pole vault clearing
17-7, good for another first place finish.
It marked the third time this season
the Osceola, Wis., native has broken his
own school record.
"Take nothing away from the otMr

competitors, but usually my goal at the
meets is to b~ak my old marks,"
DeRosier said. '1 feel like I can break

the record everytime I go out there."
For Division II's number one ranked
pole vaulter, some might think it easy to
sell the competition short, including

teammates.
Freshman· vaulter Kevin Werk said
DeRosier does anything but that
"Being a freshman, I thought
(DeRosier) wouldn't pay any attention
to me," Werk said. "But on the first day,
he kind of took me under his wing and
the two of us have become really good
friends."
DcRosier said his decision to start
pole vaulting was not because of
Olympic heroes or professional
vaulters. Rather, it was something he
always wanted to be able to do as a kid.
"I always wanted to be able to fly,"

SCSU senior pole vaulter
Dustin DeRosier has broken his
own school record thl'ee times
this season and is the topranked vaulter in Division II
·track and field.

I feel like I can break the record everytilfU!

I go· out there,
Dustin DeRosier

scsu SENIOR POLE VAULTER
DeRosier said. "(Vaulting) started back
in 7th grade and it was a way for me to
get in the air and fly on my owll power."
One goal DeRosier said he and his
vaulting coach Kevin Hanson are
working on i$ to reach 18 feet in the
final couple of meets.
A mark of 18 feet or better could
qualify DeRosier to compete in Europe
and compete for money. It would also
qualify him for the U.S.A. Indoor
Nationals, somethihg he said he and his
coaches are aiming for.
"I have done over 18 in practice
before, but I have to do it in a meet,"
DeRosier said.
"I see (DeRosier) and his potential
and I don't think he's even reached his
peak yet,'' Werk said. "I see him capable
of clearing around 18 and 19 feet."
Another goal DeRosier has set his
sights on is to qualify for the 20CX)
summer Olympic games.
"I believe I can make it,'' DeRosier
said of making the Olympics. "(Coach
Hanson) has helpe'a me. He is my
motivator and resposible for everything
I have accomplished."
As smoothly as things have fallen
into place for DeRosier, he said it
wasn't until his senior season that he
felt totaJly comfortable with his game.
DeRosier was red-shirted his

sophomore season after suffering a
broken wrist and a stress fracture in his
leg.
"In previous years, I had some
problems with my technique and I
would become a little bit hesitant,"
DeRosier said. "This year, the staff
spent some money on some good poles
and equipment and I have been going
out there With really no fears."
The success DeRosier has had this
season has affected not only himself but
aJso his teammates.
"(DeRosier) isn't cocky," Werk said.
"He has this unique demeanor about
him that he's confident, at all times
without being cocky, which is whai I
want to be like."
DeRosier will have another chance
to break his record when the Huskies
compete at the SCSU Opell Friday at
Halenbeck Hall.
It will be the final meet before the
Huskies travel to the University of
South Dakota for the North Central
Conference Championships February
23 and 24.
"My advice for all the young
vaulters is to never give up,'' DeRosier
said. "My goal was to be a good vaulter
in the worst way possible and I continue
to have a long love for vaulting and
hopefully I can continue to improve."

SCSUs Paradise selected as Team USA candidate
by Kerry CollinS' ·
SPORTS EDITOR

SCSU hockey is on the verge of going
international thanks to the efforts Qf ·one
senior forward.
Dave Paradise has been selected as a
candidate for the Team USA roster for the
first
World
University
Hockey
Championship.
1'This is a really big honor for me,"
Paradise said. "When I heard that I got
nominated, I felt very honored. TitlSkind of
tells me that the work I've done here .it
(SCSU) has not gone unnoticed."
Against the University qf Alaska Anchorage last weekend, Paradise moved
up to 16th on the SCSU all-time scoring list
(16 goals, 47 assists, t 10 points).
A team from the United States will play
a team from Canada Apr. 4 in Detroit. The
teams will be composed of the best hockey
players from colleges and universities from
each country.
Candidates from 20 schools throughout
the United States will be chosen for Team
USA.
'There will be people from a lot of teams
that you don't usually get to play against,''
Paradise said "It gives you a chance to let
you see ·where you are at compared to the

rest of the players."
.
The team will be coached by Michigan
State University's Ron Mason, and one of
Mason's assistants is Don Lucia of
Colorado College of the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association.
Paradise, a Shoreview, Mitin., native,
said that the experience should be valuable
just through the meeting of a variety of
different players and coaches.
''The whole thing should be just a great
experience because you're just getting to
kriow people you probably wouldn't have
met otherwise," Paradise said. "Everyone
there will aJI have the same goals and that
should mean a good time."
Along with meeting new people;
Paradise said it should be a good chance for
him and the rest of the players to show off
their hockey talents.
"You don't get to see a lot of these team~
and you don't know when you'll see them
again,'' Paradise said. "It's a great chance to
sh0wcase your own talents in front of a
number of people."
The inaugural game is intended to be a
stepping stone to a World University
Tournament, hopefully by the year 2000.
A two-game home-and-home series is Fdeftlwto
planned for t 998 with games in the United Senior Dave Paradise (26) was selected to play for Team USA for the first Wo~d
States and Canada.
University Hockey Championship. Team USA will play ream Canada Apr. 4 in Detroit
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Lifestyle, dedication
take Reigstad to top
Faith puts senior grappler among nation's finest
by Kerry Collins

►►

SPORTS EDITOR

..

Faith in God is not just an aspect of Andy
Reigstad's daily life, it is the motivating factor.
"My faith in God really gets me going in
wrestling," Reigstad said. "College wrestling is

really tough, and you need something to motivate
you. Faith is that thing for me."
·
Reigstad, a senior from Willmar, Minn., is
ranked second in the nation at the 150-pound
weight class and was the national runner~up in

that division last year.

To say he's dedicated
would be a vast
understatement.
Steve Grimit
SCSU HEAD WRESTLING COACH

Steve Grimit, SCSU's head wrestling coach,
Hard work has helped Reigstad reach his level
said the senior is working hard to capture the title of Success, and his teammates respect his work
at the end of his final season.
ethic.
"He's wrestling better than he ever has and he
"He's one of the hardest workers I've ever
has confidence and intensity," Grimit said. "He's seen anywhere," said senior Jeff Bullcnnan.
really working hard to prepare for the big "Hard work has pushed him up the ladder of
conclusion. He's doing everything in his power to suci::ess and he lives the lifestyle he needs.to get
get one place higher than last year."
better."
Grimit said Reigstad's faith is what got the
Reigstad said he works hard in practice
grapp\er's career to where it is at.
because without hard work there, it will not
"His religion is one of the things that really happen on the mat.
defines him on and off the mat," Grimit said.
"I'm really intense and really go after people,"
"That is one of the most important things in his Reigstad said. " lf you don' t go hard in practice,
success as a wrestler."
it's pretty difficult to go hard in the matches."
Along with his faith, Reigstad leads a very
Intensity and focus have always been a trait
clean lifestyle, and performs successfully in the for Reigstad, Grimit said.
classroom.
"He's me·ntally tough and focused and that's
"He's a complete person," Grimit said. " He's two of the things we preach," Grimit said. ''To
gota3.8GPAandhe'l\bcathree-timeacademic say he's dedicated would be a vast
all-American."
understatement."
•
After recording three pins last weekend,
Reigstad is gearing up to achieve the national
Reigstad was honored by the North Central title this year, and Bullerman said he knows it is
Conference as co-wrestler of the week. It was the within reach.
second time this season Reigstad has received the
"He's a little more focused as far as winning
honor.
nationals this year," Bullerman said. "Whenever
One of the·pins came against the University of he goes out, he's out there to win."
Nebraska - Omaha's Chris Blair, the numberThe national championship has become a very
four ranked wrestler in the nation in the 150.. realistic goal for Reigstad and he said he realizes
pound weight class.
how close _the title is.
'1t was great that he got three pins, but the
"It's very, very realistic and definitely
amazingthingwasthepinofthc number-fourkid something I can do," Reigstad said. 'Tm very
in the nation," Grimit said. "To pin a kid, to just confident that it is within my reach and I'm ready
beat a wrestler of that caliber is just amazing."
to do it. Ifl don't get it. I can still be satisfied with
Reigstad has recorded a 25.-2 record this everything I've accomplished in my career."
season, with both losses coming againsl Division
Grimit said that Reigstad has been a model
I wrestlers in the first meet Of the season.
individual on his team, and he knows the value
The first loss came against a wrestler from the . of an individual like Reigstad.
Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHUTOGRAPHER
University of Nebraska, and the second came in
"There ma~. be _an?thc~ o~~ lil:-e him, _but it After re~ording three pins last
overtime against University of Wyoming w?uld be rare; Gmrut srud.,, He II certam1y be named NCC co-wrestler of the
grappler.
missed, but he s left a legacy.
this season at 150 pounds and

weekend, SCSU senior Andy Reigstad was
week. Reigstad has recorded a 25-2 record
is ranked number two in the nation.

Husky defense gears up for talented squads
South .Dakota, Morningside offenses among North Central Conference's best
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

•

It ' will be strength versus
strength. While the SCSU men's
basketball team (16-6 overall, 8-5
N9rth Central Conference) has been
one of the best defensive teams in
the NCC all year, the two tea.ms
they face this weekend have been at
or near the top of the NCC'offensive
ca1egory aU season.
The University of South Dakota
(13-10 overall, 7-5 NCC) and
Morningside College ( 15-6 overall,
6-6 NCC) average better then 82.6
points per game.
"Both of these teams think
'offense, so we will have to pick up
o ur defense," junior center Jon
Hinzman said.
Morningside is the number one
offensive team.
Last time these two teams met,
Morningside lit up for 14 successful
3-point baskets en route to a 97-75

victory over the Huskies.
SCSU head coach Butch
Raymond said the Huskies will
have to key in o n the outside
shooting of Morningside in order to
·slow them down this weekend.
Morningside has connected on
145 3-pointers for the season,
leading the NCC.
"(Morningside) averages more
3-point shots lhan any team in the
conference," Raymond said. '.They
are the top offensive team in the
NCC and we are one of the top
defensive teams. The key will be to
extend the-floor on them and limit
ourmmovers."
SCSU junior guard Sean
Whitlock said the team must "dictate
the tempo of the game in order to
throw the Coyotes and Morningside
off r~ythm.
,
"Our game, is to run, and if we
have a chance to run; we will,"
Whitlock said. "But if we can
control the ball .and make these

teams play defense, that will throw
them off, because most teams that
want to play offense don't like to
play defense."
Morningside is led by senior
forward Paul Bums (15.83 ppg)
and sophomore forward Tim West
(!4.75 ppg).
Heading into this weekend, the
Coyotes are a half game back of the
Huskies in the standings and are
coming off a 82-73 victory over
Morningside.
Earlier thi s year in Vermillion,
S.D .• the Huskies beat the Coyotes
87-85, thanks to a last second shot
by Whitlock with 2.7 seconds left in
the game.
"(UiD) isn't a perimeter team,"
Raymond said. 'They. like to work
the ball inside and look for the open
shot."
Last time the Huskies played
USO and Morningside, Hinzman
enjoyed a monster weekend which .
saw him score 59 points and grab

25 rebounds in the two games.
For his efforts that weekend,
Hinzman was named the NCC
player of the week. ·
Hinzman said in order to .repeat
that'feat, he will have to take control
ofthcboarcls. ·
''I'll need to rebound well and
get a lot of the offensive rebounds,"
Hinzman said. 'The main thing is,
we h.ive three or four guys who are
shooting the ball well and I'm
going to look at giving the ball to
the guys that are open."
Sophomore guard Jon Bryant
has been SCSU's hottest shooter of
late.
Bryant recently took over as the
number one Husky scorer (16.9
ppg) thanks to a 40-point effort in
the 124-1 19 double-overtime win
against the University of North
Dakota Saturday.
'That win was a big confidence
booster," Hinzman said of the UNO
game. 'Those are the kind of games

you love to win and hate to lose."
The weekend is important fof
the Huskies because it could put
more distance over Morningside
and the Coyotes, who are the two
teams behind SCSU in the
standings.
The Huskies cou]d also gain
ground on the top spot in the
conference as first place South
Dakota State University plays
second place North Dakota State
University this weekend.
"What we're looking at now is
not on]y sweeping these games this
weekend,
but
winning
the
remainder five games," Whitlock
said. "We want to knock (USO and
Morningside) behind us and make
tip some ground on the top two
teams who play each other."
Friday night at Halenbeck Han,
the Huskies wi11 tip off at 7 p.m.
against Morningside.
Saturday 's game with USD will
begin at 6 p.m. at Halenbeck Hall.
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League title hopes
hinge against Badgers
One point separates SCSU with Wisconsin in WCHA
by Kerry Collins

Against Colorado College last weekend,
Daubenspeck became the all-time saves leader at
WiJiCOnsin (3,222). This season, Daubenspeck has
posted a 3.66 goals-against average and a .889 save

SPORTS EDITOR

TGCF.
For the University of Wisconsin hockey squad,
Fridays have been a thing to be very thankful for.
The Badgers have not lost to a Western Collegiate
Hockey Association opponent on Friday's this
season, going 11-0-1 this year.
SCSU senior Dave Paradise said the first game
of this weekend's series will be important because
both teams need a sweep to keep their title hopes
alive.
"Friday will be huge,"Paradise said. "We have
got to take it to them in the first five minutes. Thal
will set the temixi for the whole weekend."
Wisconsin (15-13-2 overall, 15-9-2 WCHA)
has been unstoppable on Fridays, the Huskies have
ixisted an impressive record when scoring first.
SCSU is 16-2-1 when taJlying the first goal of a

percentage.
"(Wisconsin) has a very good goalie," Molin
said. "We have to fire the puck from everywhere
against him. You don't get too many good chances
against a_goalie like him, so when you get a
rebound, you've got to bury it."
Wisconsin's defenscmen are known for tight
defensive play.. making teams earn goals through
c~p passing and quality shots.
'They play some very tight•defense so we will
have to move the puck around a lot," Molin said.
"If we don't get the puck moving, we could be in
some trouble."
The Badgers split with Colorado College last
weekend, wining 5-2 Friday and losing 6-2
Saturday, giving up five unaiiswered goals in the
game.
loss.
"It's been big for us all year to get that first
SCSU fell to a similar fate, splitting with UAA.
goal," Paradise said. ''That gets all Of the guys The Huskies won 4-2 Friday, but lost 5-3 Saturday
going and sets all of the guys' minds up that we're after giving up four unanswered goals in the final
going to win."
stanza.
While Wisconsin has an impressive streak
"We cannot make any mistakes any more,"
going this season on Fridays, the Badgers have not Paradise said. "When we're playing well, we're not
won at the National Hockey Center since Januaiy making those little mistakes. When we do make
of 1993.
those mistakes, no matter how small, it seems like
There are only six games left in the regular the other team -always puts it into the back of the
season for WCHA teams, and every game is net. We can't do that anymore."
important as jostling for ixisition is beginning to
Friday's game is slated to begin at 8:35 p.m. and
wind down. .
. Saturday's contest is set for an 8:05 p.m. start. Both
"It's gelting pretty big," said junior Sacha games will be played at the National Hockey
Molin. "We've got to win now to get up there Center.
because there are only six games left. Every poinl
''This should be a good series for us. We always
is imponant."
play well at home, but it doesn't matter where we
Wisconsin thrives through its defense, relying are· at now. Whoever wants it more will win,"
on tight play by the Badger defenscmen and the Paradise said. "We've just got to make sure that
play of senior netminder Ki rk Daubenspeck.
we're ready because we know they will be."

UNCLE HERB Will PASS AGALL STONE
.
WHEN·HE HWS.
It's Tootsies Valentines Day sale.
So much cool stuff it will make you.
Well y
u know.
~o
.

~

P!?Y it.

Run it.

multimedia, sound and graphics.

Powerful and affordable
all-in-one desktop.

Power Macintosh 7600
• IJ]MI lz A:iwerPC'()M Pn:;icemr
• Video input
• I6MBRAM- 12GBlnterna/HardDrive
•lntmia!CD-ROM
• 16-bitstereo!VUndin/out
•Multiple Scan 15displayand keyboard

Powe~Macilltosh• 5400CD"'
• 120 MHz fowerPC (i)je Processor
• Internal & CD-ROM
• 16MB RAM· l.(i;B Internal Hanf Drive

• 15' Cdor Disp/(IJ• &ke:rboanl included
•Built-in stereo speaker & micro;Jxme

Live iti

Surf it.

Mobile computing- anytime, anywhere.
Macintosh PowerBook I400cs"'
• 117MHzftJwerPC603eProcessor
• Built-intitCD-ROJfDrive

. The complete Internet setup.

• Dual-scan Cdor Display
• Full·sizekei'OO<lrd

Power Macintosh 7200
• I20MHzPooJerPC60JProcessor·.

• 750AfBJniernalflardDrive

• 16MB RMf - 1.2GB Internal Hard Drive

• AIJrlilableSoon.1.1

•JPCJSJot:s-lntema/CD-ROJI
•Buill-inEtbernet

•Multiple Scan J5displayand keyboard

Get it! •1ei1Nw• ·

V1s1tyour Campus Computer Store for new lower prices.
Power Macintosh 5400
$ 1,498
Power Macintosh 7200
Power Macintosh 7600
Macintosh PowerBook I 400cs w/CD
Color StyleWriter 2500
· Color StyleWriter 1500

$1,795
$ 2,307
$ 2,595
$292
$235

Computer Store - St. Cloud State University
Engineering and Computing Center Room 101 - 8am - 4pm (M-F)
http://WWW-ACS-STORE.STCLOUD.MSUS.EDU/

,

• -Apple Computer, Inc.
_Visit us on the flllernet at http://campus.apple.com
©1996 Aj)ple Compu1er, Inc All Rights resent.'d. Apple. the ,\pple lngo and MX111105h Jll.' register'W 1r.xlen~1rks
, of Apple Computcr, Inc. All MJCi!l t05h computer.; arede;igned 10 ~ a(U'SSible to i,k.lil·iduals "ith di.d>ility
Quantities may be limited.

POSTER
Da.tirui you has been the best thirui
their"""'' hcippeniid. to me. Ilooe you
d.eatty. Hero's to Vakntine's Da.y,
a.nd. al=ys looe, Sama.ea

·······~···············
TOOTSIE

J:AMIE

Be my Vakntine! llooe you fo"""°c!

SN

Happy Valentine's Da.y. You mean
so mt~ch to me! Thnnks fot'
eoeryth.ing you'oe cl.one fat· me. Did.
anyone 12\1et' tell you'?

B"J Be.ad

D,6,.NJELLE

Looe, SP

'wav wound,"lstill looe you!-Sa=h

·············~·········
..•••...••.............
P1\MMY, SHANNY, KIMHOLIO
JOEY ZA-ZA
Hey &by, d.o you hcioe TeePee?
Weasel

Happy Valentine's Da.y, M,·. Ma.nl I
looe ymt L?\Y

. MY RUSTY NIGHT

HEY ANG!

Thanks for youv support throu'.lh If Icould promise you one thing, it
this yea.t·. I a.m honorod. to hcioe would be a.ll my d.a.ys on Earth In
you in my life!
unconditi.onol lo,..-,e, yout' pt'incess

MICHELE
Good. ,luck with "Himi' Hope he:s
EM!t')'thirtg you hoped. for a.nd
mot--e.

Friends,

&unaro.

. HEY MEL

TO MY LOVELY HOLLY
P-AIGE
hope to ftnd. time . to ~!,ave
tholl'Jhts of looe, so on this lonely
Valentine, pko.se be mine. Looe,

Swifty

DEAAPINK
Looe

Blue

I loJe you. mom than you will wet.·
JOE
ki-tOVJ. You mean eJerythin<:_J to me. Eoen tholl'Jh you hcioe no kg~ we'll

foreoer.

Yo;_,, be schmoo.

This is my fa.oo,~te mo.>te.

Please d.on't go, because .we'll miss lco.n't wait till we'll be together a.lwa.y~ ka.p togethed Despite your
you so,

KIMBERLYNN
Looe Pe.e.

JULIE "P.J.'
SJS

Co.n [be youv Vakntine fa"""°" a.nd.

DEAA PHILIP, NIGHT SNOOP

J.T • VH.

Mack. Friends, Samaro.

""""? - Pookte

.................... ....

I,OVE OP A LIPETIME

JENNY

Ha.oe a. g,-ea.t Vakntine's Da.y with 'Guess what 11.ooe you. -Chris

r=

TAMMY
I Looe you. - Jose

Yes, it's that time of year again.

Today is ,Valentine'~ Day, and here at University
Chronide, that means only one thing.
It's Friday.
Actually, it means Love Lines. This is the issue
where our wonderful readers express themselves in
unique, eloquent, and occasionally, rather odd ways.
The staff of University Chronide wishes you all a
happy Valentine's Day. For those of you without a
reason to celebrate, well, it's a silly idea for a
holiday anyway.

Happy Vakntine's Da.y, ymt little
sweethea.tt rm SOt't')' Ihcioe to wovk
BRET
on this ftne d.a.y, but 11.ooe yo. tons. It a.ll mils into one / i\nd. nothing
comes fov fuee / Thew's nothing we
Looe,Ry
TIMMER
JEPP
could. hold / Fov oery long / ILooed. Thanks for eoerything you hcioe
For once in my life fm sut>e o
you best. Good.bye, Valentine
gi.oon to me in these last four yea.t-s!
BE MY VALENTINE
You've the gveutestl Looe always - whe.ro I '-"'.Lnt to be. Ca.use I foun.c
You't·e so fine you get me up the
looe a.nd. looe's found. me. Lox
Leej04
spine.
ju.st glad you' t'e mine.
AJL
Vak,~
"You
should.
be
kissed,
a.nd.
often,
' Looe, fl.oyd.
a.nd. by someone who knows how."
RYAN MICHAEL
SHERILYN
S"ln me ,,pt-JLR
Happy
Valentine's
Da.y,
HEY MOM, D,6,.0, ABBY AND
I looe you with all my heart a.ru
Sweethea.rt! T his one's number
GAANDMA ROSIE
three, Ry. Let's make it sizzlin' soul a.nd. eoeryth.ing else Ihcioe.
Thanks for eoeryth.irui, I looe yott
MATT
looe you.. From Mark
baby,
just you, and me!lDJe, Sui
guys lots!See you soon. Looe, Samh Happy Vakntine's Duy, Honey!

.........•..•.....•....

rm

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l...aoe al'-"'.Lys, P.J.
TO :ALL MY BELOVED
DEAA CHRONIES
MR BATEMAN
PURPLE PEOPLE
You gioo meaning to my life and
J- NAKES IN NEBAASKAI
I neoer thought I would be so lucky
Especially those looely la.dies who1
J;ll my d.a.ys with color. Keep beirui
to meet ~ meone as Special a.s you.! Thero uoo 49 other states. Imagine .
inhabit the Purpk Pei.lace nex
cool Looe, Copy editov Ch,~tel
Hero's. j;o many mot-e Saturd.a.y ·the passibilittes! Happy • •s Da.y!
yeat' - Whether you't'e laoonder 01
nUJhts! I looe you!

TO :ALL THE GIRLS AT THE

.DUSTY ROSE AND 801
Thank you fov always beirui such
wond.e.vfu.l futends! 11.ooe yott mote
th.an you'll eoev know!

-M

.

.....•.•.•... ......•.•
~

TO MY LOVE, WONG LEE
WEI
DEM EINSTEIN: ?\ND.TIMON
Huppy Valenti!"''• Da.y, you !i.izzy 11.ooe you fot-eoet· la.stirui, with a.ll
fetwts! Looe, Cud.cl.ks

my head! From your ma.n, Tan

Chen Yee

plum - Y~tt Rod<l &wa.h

UNTVERSLT>"

MA.Y
TO Afl. THE -AD REP
\'-1i,th out' faith.
WOMEN
WILL
YOU
BE
MY Without you, my life wou11 be u
•VEGETABLE
WAR ALLY! joke / A.rul the po.pet· would 90 up in
Happy Vakntine's Day -Te A.mo!!! smoke! / Thonks foe all youe help
und time. LOVE,' AD MAN

O,w loJe gt'°'''

HEY TELECOMM PI'.OPLEJ
You gu.ys oock!Happy payd.o,y!looe,
Jaime

•••••••• •..•...........

.MOM'S RULE
Happy V-Duy ·und thonks for
paying my·taxes. looe, your kid

I STilL HA. VE THE PA.NTIB5!
HEY BA.BY, WANNA.

WRESTLEl

KIDS
Behooe yoi.wseloes, don't drink any
mot-e hxeL'. [Q>..1e, Big Marn.a.

From

mirt'Ot', I fell in looe-well, uctua.lly
To the ·one I admire, this m.e.5S(l.(Je is thew was thut period where you
• foe you- Roi,!
hud zits urul I couldn'.t stand yo11But novJ

that

you'\Je mow

ot·

b

together. I hope we uw able to be
l.i ttk
fi.iends for a lon9 time! loJe Emily

<Ji,{ with the bi<J ro~eru

..•..............•...•. ~······················
SCSU CHEER TEAM
so~ne Like you at the -PL'ess!
Ma.t-ch 3 is almost hew und it still

feels fuesh to me. Looking fotwatxl
to foreoer. I loJe you, Opw.

Thonks for working hued und
putting in the extrn effort . when

times 9et tough You all show such
enthusiasm arul stt"ertgth in all you

do. I wish you the best in future
~ndeaOOt'S. You guys make me
pt--oud to say that f m yout: adl)t.set:.

····~·················· ...•...............••••
.......................

BAANSTORMER.
Baby,

you and me can roll in

the

spring mud like hogs in heuoen. See
you when it thuws. Voz, Staff writer

ME.LISSA. BA.RB
You sweet cheeks littk bube. Why
don't you 9uther your belongings
urul stay the ni<jht on my couch
Looe, your pal
· -

BING CROSBY

KA.THERINI'. GNil<NIHT

.
we miss

you! Surely the curses of MK arul .

oulgt'ovJn thot phuse in life, all I
KC.
SABE
ron roy is, 'Dumn, baby, look ut yo'
You compl,ate me. llooe yo11- -Me
'Eoen though yott ure u blue stinky
bo.d self Work it funky diool
ox, I um lucky to call you miru,. I
wunt to be yours fot'e'Jet'. Hugs and
MY LITTLE SQUA.WKING
DEAN, YOU'RE A. HO'ITIEI
kisses fuom Bi<J Pupa, Puul B.
BIRD
Let me chew on youe toes urul Ill be You showed me the wo:y' to my first
a.rul since then you hu1Je
youcs fore-Jee. k?e, Yout· Fa.l)Qcite ' in ~ _
been a fci.end and an adci.ce gioot·. TO OUR BELOVED SLUTBOY
Ct'lmch B=y
We'ro so gla.cl you're out' nevJ best
Thonks!
bud., Jamie: You need to come 0\1et'
und not skep with us soon. ls thut
ITEPER.S
TODA.Y YOU WlIL SELECf u unicorn? looe, &=h., Aimee
How fue will you 90?
THEHEAAT
urul Betsy

Fo oay dnu 9nipch tuht gnihtyro,e
si 9nwg moy yuw, yudot dnu
yudyt'e'Je! Yupph Vakntine's Yru!JJtLStin

OUT
come buck to ~il

JEN
K. W. hooe · been lifted by now.
Thanks for being such an avJesome Fronki,,, yott make the best
roomw! I'm 9lacl we got th,-own =m'!rcokes in the wod,L Looe, thut

I n"""" thott9ht I would meet

the ftest time Isaw you in the

TO THOSE WHO HA.VE GONE
A.ND THOSE ON 'UiEIR WA.Y

Please

KA.RLOS

DEA.RSELP

Chronicle/13

HIDDEN TREA.SURE

BE EMPOWERED!
I'm ull the jewels in the wodJ,
Who needs t-ed roses? We can get tht'ovJn in u krge box, bttt J hooe

YOU WlIL NEVER READ
THIS

red kisses without the benefit of this

old, meuningless holid.o,y So, forget
about thot 'special someone,' call

the

key. Nice hy- Lone slur

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . Which is vJhy fm so sad. It's up yottt" buddies, sip u beee arul
PA.RA. MI NOVIO
because you don't exist, which is ·
KIM
think REAL!
Qui,,n te u'.J'u? - YT
pretty brul
Thunks for <Nerythin9. -Jumes .

EM-AN
]lo.,e you Lisa,

..................•....

TA.D
MR BUSY
A. LONG-DISTA.NCE HUG
9oes to my fumily in South Dakota fot' a goqd tim e, ot' an a nytime I know youe sihw.tion, but I still
und Oregon this Vakntine's Duy. buchub you know how to Rrul me. think you'oo gt=l Tok u chonce
You're avJesome, I1l miss you when on me. -Maestro
looe yotc -Kris
you're gone.

JEN
You uw the prettiest, smuvtest,
nicest, funniest pevson. I think the

You1: fnoocite section

editot:

-ANGEL DR-AWER.S

MA.TT
Roses

H ucry home, I'm keeping the
fknnd sheets wurm foe you. Let's

ace ced., melons. nt-e gmen.

vJockl of you, a.nd am \Jel:y much in
DA.RKROOM
Without you in my life, I wouldn't
loJe with you. -Mr. Lucky
Thunk you foe bein9 a soluce from celebrnte out: engagement on this
hooe u spleenl L,ooe, Luu=
EZE und ull these othee idiots I most memorobk d.o,y. Looe, Boobw

TA.D

A.OPED

If you're reuding this, STOP whot
Thunk . you to eoeryone who
you're doing, gro.b your bike a.nd
suppct-ted us. Thonks to Bridget,
hut't')' home to me you budd.o,
Robert, Jessica, A.ndtw. und Tumi

masted

I vJo.nt you, I need you.

Fastee, fastet·. loJe the womun of
yout· drea.m.s.

foc .pttShinq out'

huoe to work
Photowitch.

with

Looe,

UST-Ml'lSTER.S'

bed! You guys are Melissa., Amber, Angie P. Huoe u
grout VD. in all your st=n9e little
·wuys. From You Know Who.

grout Looe Tud and Emily.

...... •••••••.........
Doobw

~

PETE
Tell your <jidfuwrul 'Hi.'

ME.A. DOMINA.
Somed.o,y.
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Huskies hoping for
first hotne victory

ST..uJT VUNflllllfllll6
· iVDlfllll6 13Dt~!
~

Heather Proskey

B1:;;::;~7
'

.~~*

STAFF WRITER

This weekend the SCSU w6men's basketb3.ll has the

you can give the
gift of life and
earn money for
spring break.
Thousands of
people Just like

best ch;p1Ce of getting their first cohference win at

home.

-

After being handed two tough losses this weekend
from the number one and two rated teams in the North

Central Conference, North Dakota State University and
the University of North Dakota,respectively, the
women's squad is ready to be back at home. and face
two teams that are defeatable.

Friday night, freshman wing Charysse Minder had a
career high game, scoring 17 points against NDSU.
Freshman wing Sarah Brand tied a career high 12

you rely on
,..,,
plasma products
to live ·healthy normal lives. Because your
donation is so important you are
compensated for your time.
f'lasma donations are completely safe
& easy, you can US/" your time to study,
relax, or plan your spring break get away to
For t Lauderdale, Mexico, Vail, or any
destination of your choice.
For more Information or to schedule
an appointment call 259-6300.

rebounds against NDSU. ·

SCSU (7-15 overall, 2- 11 North Central
Conference), which is in eighth place in the NCC, will
face seventh-ranked Morningside College in a
conference match Friday night.
Morningside enters this weekend with a 3-9
conference record.
Morningside is coming off a loss against the
University of South Dakota last weekend. Junior center
Jenny Childress leads Morningside with 10.8 rebounds
and 15.9 poinlS per game. Freshman Michelle Trader is
leading the conference in free throws with a 90 percent
accuracy rate.
"We need to stop her drives to the basket and not
foul," said Brand. "We just need to play good defense
without fouling."
·
Saturday the Coyotes from South Dakota visit

Community Bio-Resources
2019
Mon.,Wed., Fri.
Tue ., Thurs.
Sat.
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Halenbeck Hall for the second of two games played this
weekend against the Huskies.
USO is in the basement of the conference with
Mankato Slate University, but is coming off a win
Saturday night against Morningside.
South Dakota is 5-16 overall and 1-11 NCC.
The Coyotes are lead by junior center Angie Heisler
averaging 10.8 poinlS per game and 11.2 rebounds.
"We should win both games this weekend," said
Minder. "We need to be aggressive as a team and play
together as a team. .This is a big weekend and we are
taking steps . foward to get better into the last two
weekends and hoping to carry into next year on a
positive note."
Of the Huskies' seven victories this season, only two
were at home. Moorhead State University and Winona
State University are the only teams to lose against the
Huskies at Halenbeck this season.
Husky Player of the Week honors .went to
sophomore Katie Shea for scoring 20 poinlS at NDSU
and 18 at UNO.
"We have to come out aggressive in the game and
make good plays," said Minder. "If we can do this.then
we will get into the flow of the game better."
"We should play pretty well," said Brand. "We have
been working on .defense and free throws in practice.
We know that we can compete if we play like a team."
The Huskies play at home both Friday and Saturday
in Halenbeck Hall.
Friday's matchup with Morningside is set to begin
at 5 p.m. and Saturday's contest with South Dakota is .at
4p.m.

Stearns Way
6:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
6:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

SUMMER-FALL RENTALS

Need some CASH
for Spring Break?

0 Off-street Parking ·O Controlled Access

.r:::~;:~::~• :;;:e ,

4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Quiet, convenient locations
Cl.ASSIC 500 & RIVER RIDGE APrs.

0 Dishwasher · 0 Microwave
0 Tuck-under Parking O Ind. Locked Bclnns
D Laundry
.□ Air Conditioning
0 Mini Blinds
O Heat/Water Paid
0 Free Basic Cable O On-site Car;taker

charges in central
Minnesota!

21 years of commitment

.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

j

J

.

,

·

l:lill•
'

BRIDGEVIEW WEST AND BRIDGEVIEW SOUIH
~

ONLY APARlMENTS WITH COMPUTERS FOR
STUDENT USE AT NO EXIRA CHARGE AVAil.ABIE
24 HOURS A DAY.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

St. Cloud, MN

252-7736

• 363-7797

.

SYSTEM, UN IVERSITY
'~rfLl
LIBRARY AND MORE
~
IN YOU NEW APARTMENT BUILDING?

'-'
·

Granite City Pawn

AN[il]
,'.
~\· ; 1

Call the Chronicle

-~

. .

M-F 9-5:30 p.m.
Sat. 9-3:00 p.m.

424 East St. Germain

APAR1MENIS WITH CX>MPUIERS
WOULD YOU LIKE
IN-HOUSE COMPUTER
WITH ACCESS TO
MNWAS WEATHER

.

• 4 rope tows
• Lighted hills that range from mild
to wild!
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for children
$6 for groups of 20 or more

•

• 2 New snoW-boarding hills

r----------------------,
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Bly defines poetry, offers guidance
by Lukas Johnson

Bly

describes

himself

as

a

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Norwegian farm kid whose interest in
poetry is deeper than his interest in

What is poetry?
According
to
Robert
Bly,
a
poet,
storyteller,
translator,
and
world-wide lecturer from Madison,
Minn.• poetry is "someplace where intense
truth and intense playfulneSs come together."

Lutheranism, and whose interest in
psychology is deeper than his interest in

discuss poetry with students, faculty,
and public.
"(Bly) deals with life in a
personal

way

ana he focuses

high

on human emotions as opposed
to intellectual
thoughts and
abstract
ideas,"
Meissner

recommendations from Bill Meissner,
director of creative writing for SCSU, 10

said.
Bly is a winner of the National

money.

Bly came

to

SCSU

with

Book Award, the Guggenheim
Fellowship and the Amy Lowell
Traveling Fellowship. His works
include "The Light Around the
Body," "Silence in the Snowy
Fields," "News of the Universe," and
his newest
release, "Sibling
Society."
Bly held a workshop to • help
poets develop better writing skills
Wednesday
afternoon
in
Atwood
Memorial
Center's
South Glacier room. He answered
writers' questions and gave advice
to those Who read their woi;.ks aloud.
In the evening, he held a poetry reading
and book signing in the North Voyager

room.
'1've seen students who have found a
new awareness of life and about themselves
and
that's
what
makes
(Bly's)
writing important to readers," Meissner said.
"He's been
highly
supportive of
young
writers
and
gives
great
encouragement to students and younger
writers."
During his poetry reading and discussion,
Bly spoke of his past and how he came to be
where he is today.
·
"I spent a lot of time sitting in the trees and
in the grass and then the poems depended on
what happened next," Bly said.
Bly said young beginning writers
should avoid judging their works, and
that lowering one's personal standards is
not . a bad thing. He encourages writers to

write a poem every morning, and let
whatever comes out, come out, which is a tip
he picked up from one of his mentors, Bill
Stafford.
"You need to be a good host," Bly said.
"And usually it'll begin to now."
Meissner described Bly as a master poet
of Minnesota whose imagistic and personal
language combine beautifully.
"A writer's voice doesn't become strong
from the good side, it becomes strong from
the other side," Bly said. 'There's something
inside of us all that wants to tell the truth, and
there's something else that doesn't want the
truth to be told."
Although not every poem must
incorporate every facet of poetry, Bly said a
poem must keep the reader's attention. It's the
ugly emotions- anger, envy, jealousy and
fear- that have the power to do so.
'The reader wants to sleep and you have
to disapP?int them," Bly said.

There's something inside of us all that wants to
tell the truth, and something else that doesn't
want the truth to be tol.d.

Phows by Scott Anderson

Above and at left, Robert Bly, a poet and author, reads and discusses his work,
as well as the work of other authors, Wednesday evening.

Robert Bly
POET ANO AVTHOR

A complete guide to Valentine's Day

I

Whether you are someone's beloved or gloriously single, it can be a good day.
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

For the most part, everyone I
know is dreading, Valentine's
Day.
.
My roommates have
been grumbling about the
flowers, hearts, cupids and
all the other cuddly, loveydovey, cutesy decorations
that ha.ve turned Valentine's
Day into a commercialized
circus.
When I think of what I
want in a Valentine's Day, it
doesn't necessarily have to involve
"that special someone"and it
certainly doesn't include.little

heart-bearing teddy bears or that

happens to be playing during the ·

YC?U get what yOu expect.

at Valentine's Day as·having a

~:l~~s::. exploding from

lov;-:~~: ts:~~eJ~gramming.

the:ri~o;in~;;i~; !~~t1filling

~;:~:~~t~~t~a:~g

prophecy will tell you that you
project onto people the behaviors
you expect from them. Then, much
to your satisfaction aiid
expectations, they perfomi
accordingly like well-trained
pooches.
•
However, when you expect
things to tum out a certain way,
you create the situation by
subconsciously treating the person
or event in a manner which causes
them to produce your expected
effect. In simpler terms, you create
your own future.
With this in mind, why not look

matvelous Friday night you've
ever known.
Singles should band together.
At other times during the year you
never feel the need to have a
J)erson attached to your hip.
Granted it's important to meet and
experience new people. But as for
a serious relationship (big,
looming, menacing, shadowy
letters), who needs it?
As a single on VaJentine's Day,
you have a chance lo be downright
naughty, and definitely alive.

I'd actually prefer this holiday's
. focus to be on
celebrating and
exploring the
sensual side of
plOple's nature.
.
However, with
current attitudes
and perceptions,
people think if you
don't have a
significant other on
the big· day, you' ll
be sitting home, wearing black and
being lonely, watching whatever
recycled movie-of-the-week

Why not get creative and
explore the sensuous, passionate
side of your nature? Whether
you're independent and full of life
and energy, or you're attached and
dreaming of an evening spent
exploring the connection between •
you and the pq-son occupying the
lustier spots \n your mind, yoµ can
. make the dreaded day and night
memorable and far from trite.
I think the key to helping SL
Valentine out of the stream of
rotten tomatoes and stinging
unpopularity is to lose our negative
attitudes. It is a proven fact that

~;!

exciting

Go TO V-OAY, PAGE 17-
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The· night can be zany and
· A happily independent person
· pleasureful even if you are more of
can go out and explore the
a homebody and don't choose to
nightlife - Valentine's night could
be more fun than NewYear's Eve. go out.
.Valentine's night could be filled
Why not borrow a friend, light
with potential and promise, but
a Midsummer's Nifht Yankee
candle (it smells liKe a really good
only if you're expecting a good
men's cologne), and exchange
time.
favorite massage oils and give
You can start the evening with
back rubs; or write erotica al6ne,
an intimate bash in your home.
Host a gathering for 20 of your
serenaded by slow, sultry, rhythmic
tunes? If you're feeling nostalgic,
favorite friends and engage in
have an erotic phone conversation
stimulating conversation and party
games, while flirtatiously feeding
with an old friend.
each other potluck-style munchies.
There are countless hallways to
Later, travel downtown and
explore for those not in
wantonly dance and drink the
. relationships on Valentine's Day.
evening away in an establishment
People merely need to choose to
enjoy that day. Choose to ·
full-of possibilities open for the
taking.
experience it to the fullest and
Heck, you should give yourself explore your wilder, freer SClf.
the most marvelous night out ever.
Couples can be creative and
Treat yourself to a candlelit dinner enjoy a feast for the senses as well.
There are dozens of fun arid
for one and then proceed to do
whatever you want and know you
quirky places to spend a quiet
deserve. Appreciate .yourself.
dinner. Bravo B~rritos is full of

funky, yet intimate, atmosphere;
and D.B. Searle's has the special,
secluded lover's table.
For daring couples, spice up the
evening by celebrating with a
group - other couples, buddies or
whatever.
There are six styles of love in
the Greek language: eros
(passionate love), stprge
(friendship love), ludus (gameplaying love), mania (possessive
love), pragma (logical loverand
agape (selfless love).
The idea behind Valentine's
Day is not one of commercial
cuteness, it is mature, very sexy
and open to different
interprecations.
So, I encourage you to break
free, whatever your romantic
status, and simply celebrate life
and love - the most human traits in all their fonns.
VaJentine's Day should be
about love, not lovers.

Valentine's night could be filled with potential and promise,
but only ifyou're expecting a good time.

Julia Peterson/PHOTO llLUSf'RATION
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Oscar nominations focus on little-known films
by Jason Lethert
ftLM CRIT/C

As couples get together to share
Valentine's Day weekend, there's a
. good chance video stores will see
an increase in activity. Sure, no
guy is going to win over his
significant other with a videotape,
but it is a convenient
~ ay to spend the night
m.

Whatever the reason,
Academy Award
nominations came out
this week, and the list
serves as a good source
for film viewing. This
year's nominees expose
many interesting aspects
of the politics of the
prize. For starters, there's no

acclaimed blockbuster or
mainstream hits (like "Forrest
Gump'} or "Braveheart") to run
away with the competition.

The only big hit in the maiJ?.
categories is "Jerry Maguire,"\ vith
five nominations. With a megahit
vacuum, the path was cleared for a
whole wave of independant films.
If you take "Maguire" out of the
equation, the average box office
grosses for best picture nominees
are in the $15 to $20 million range.
That includes the high-brow
hit 'The English Patient" (leading
• all the films with 12
nominations), which has grossed
$42 million.
The Academy has been at the
forefront of Hollywood's trend
toward quality, independent
cinema. But this year's crop of
films is quite a leap from ''Pulp
Fiction," which; arguably, is the
• symbol for the rising trend.
Despite a strong presence in
nominations over the past few
years, indies have been
overshadowed by their more
financially muscular brethren. The
top nominees include "Maguire,"
the.hometown hit "Fargo," 'The
English Patient," and two even
smaller films, "Secrets and Lies"
and "Shine."

competing with indies in other
· catagories.
"Fargo," written and directed
by Minnesota natives Joel and
Ethan Coen had the second most
nominations with seven, and
scores of Minnesotans are keeping
an eye on the Coens's chances.
"Fargo" has several
great chances to grab
the gold.
The nominations for
"Fargo" include best
picture, best actress for
Frances Mcdorrnand,
supporting actor for
William H. Macy, best
director for Joel Coen
(wlio will no doubt
share with Ethan, as
they share directing and producing
duties), best screenplay (also for
the Coens), best cinematography
and film editing.
. Best P.icture is probably out of
"Fargo's" reach, especially due to
the dark nature of the filni. Best
director seems more likely, but the
Academy often reasons that the
best picture should theoretically be
the best directed. I think that is a
mistake. A year ago, I thought that
"Apollo 13" had the edge over
"Braveheart" for beSt picture.
For best director, I felt that
"Dead Man Walking" fit the
category better. The directing was
a little more important to the
success of the film. Of course,
"Braveheart" ended up blowing
everything away. But I was left
with the feeling that best director
was just an offshoot of best
picture. The entire film is weighed
into consideration, not just the
directing techniques. That might
suggest that the Coens have an up
hill battle for directing, not to
mention that "Fargo" is pretty
minimalistic for them.

The Coens write all of their
own films, and they have quite a
bit of respect from their peers.
Their nomination for best
sCreenplay is one of thier best
shots at Oscar gold. Not that this
The indies for this year suggest category is any easier than those
the Academy is doing more than
above, "Secrets and Lies,"
just paying lip service. "The
• "Shine," and "Lonestar'' should
English Patient" is the early
· provide the most competition.
favorite for best picture. "Maguire" Cinematography and editing Oscar
as well as the bigger nominees
chances are probably similar.
such as ''The People Vs. Larry
Flynt" will _have a hard time
Where "Fargo" has its best

Promotional Photo

Thugs Carl Showalter, played by Steve Buscemi, and Gaerar Grimsrud, played by Peter Stormare,
await their "job" contact in the Oscar-nominated film "Fargo."
'
shots is in the acting circles.
William H. Macy (from
television's "E.R.") was nominated
for his-portrayal of the wormy car •
dealer trying to ransom his wife to
her father. Macy is up against
Cuba Gooding Jr. ("Maguire),
Edward Norton ("Priiµal Fear''),
Armin Mueller-Stahl ("Shine") and
James Woods ("Ghost of
Mississippi"). I really think it will
be Macy or Mueller~Stahl, the
latter for playing the rigid father of
a child prodigy, who ends up
driving his son to a nervous
breakdown.
The best shot for "Fargo,"
however, might be with best
actress nominee Frances
McDormand. The best actress
category is one of the biggest
surprises this year. 1be nominees
are stronger than an)' year in
recent memory. One of the
benefits of independent films is
they often provide better, more
powerful roles. McDonnand is
competing with Brenda Blethyn
("Secrets and Lies"), Diane
Keaton ("Marvins Room"),
Kristin Scott Thomas ('The
English Patient") and Emily
Watson ("Breaking the Waves").
Madonna's biographical
musical "Evita'-' got five
nominations, though no best
actress, director, or picture. That

is not intrinsically surprising. The
film has created buzz. Maybe
Madonna's prediction of
"expecting" a nomination turned
the buzz into boos.

gems didn't have wide releases (let
alone come to St. Cloud). It means
there will be more films on the
nomination list that most viewers
haven't seen.

Even the mainstream marketing
juggernauts got some nominations.
"Dragonheart," Independence
Day," and "Twister" all were
nominated for best visual effects.
'Twister seems to keep coming
back to haunt me.

But, in the film industry, the
best examples often come from
diverse sources. This year, the
Academy has gone out of its way
to explore low~profilc films. I
remember getting a chance to see
the re-release of "Shawshank
Redemption" after it got several
nominations. This year's list has
even greater capacity to tum on
viewers to little-known treasures.

The long and short of this
year's Oscars is that it's a varied
playing field. More of the rare
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Police Chief Marge gunderson, played by best actress nominee Frances McDormand, and her
husband, Norm, played by John Carroll Lynch, drift off in front of the TV in "Fargo."
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TOWNHOMES

According to this report, Cloud. We will be talking to the individuals who knew the different
unemployment is not a serious City Council, health care facilities areas researched.
problem in St. Cloud. The main and service organizations in an
Therefore, the three focus
difficulty is not being able to effort to share with them our groups _included repre~entatives
afford to meet the basie- needs of findings."
from law enforcement, clergy,
life, even though almost all those
Teenage violence was not the education, govemmellt, service
with whom researchers spoke were number one concern of the citizens providers and business.
employed.
. Surveyed, but it was important
The second phase involved
"Affordable housing is very enough to inspire action.
randomly selected individuals in
difficult to obtain," Bestgen said.
"Violence among teenagers in the St. Cloud area. According to
"We spoke with the St. Cloud St. Cloud is relatively low, but Bestgen, a list of phone numbers
Housing and Redevelopment concern is being voiced about a representing the demographics of
Authority and we were given the possible rise," Bestgen said.
the St. Cloud area was purchased.
sad news. They currently have 473
The number of arrests in St.
The next phase involved
units of public housing. There are Cloud have dropped, Bestgen said. randomly intetviewing people in
1,058 people on the waiting list at "However, the figures. concerning seivice organizations. Some of the
this time for affordable housing. We violent crimes committed by young groups polled were crisis groups.
were also told that there are 1,640 people, juveniles, are up. People Others were supported by the
people waiting for subsidized have expressed' great concern for United Way:
housing. Of course, I can clearly see this."
After gathering information
a problem here." Bestgen said.
Bestgen said emphasis has been from -·the previous three phases,
Bestgen said United Way's Fund placed on trying to make St. Cloud researchers considered who might
Distributi0n Committee will use a more multi-cultural city. The have been inadvertently excluded
. this report to detennine how to report • showed the city as having from the survey.
spend the organization's money for next to no diversity in the areas of
It was discovered that Asian
the fiscal year. She said they will race, religion and ethnicity.
Americans, Latino Americans,
meet with groups in the community
"We will be working to change -AmCrican Indians and African
to infonn them of their findings so that deficiency," Bestgen said. Americans had been left out of the
these groups can assist in the "This has been a problem for a very original suivey. This oversight was
efforts.
long time."
rectified and became the fourth
"We have talked with some of
There were five phases to reach J)hase of the research.
the employers in the area," Bestgen the conclusions in this study,
"We Will use our findings to
said. "We want them to understand according to Bestgen. The first affect a positive and constructive
some of · the issues the diverse phase consisted of three focus change in St. Cloud," Bestgen said.
population are experiencing in St. groups. United Way wished to have •

Hey.
Check
this out!

1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

Premiere Student Housing
c-+ Heated Swimming Pool
c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
c-+ San_d Volleyball Court
c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom

Still Deciding?

c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers
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c-+ Air Conditioning
c-+ Large-Storage Room
c-+ Frost-free Refrigerators
c-+ Laundry Facilities

c-+ Vending Machines
c-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+ Individual Leases

c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252-2633
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EDITORIAL

No more American
Indian team names,
mascots in stories,
headlines, ads
During the tenure of the current editorial bo~d. University
Chronicle will designate sports teams with American Indian
names by their university, not their team name.
There comes a point when one must take a stand, and this
newspaper needs to take a stand on an issue which is important
on this campus: American Indian symbolism in sports team
identification.
Names like University of North Dakota "Fighting Sioux" and
Morningside "Chiefs/' although it may not always be readily •
app_arent, are hannin•g some of the oldest cultures in this
country.

j

,_

~~•:Q
~

STAFF OPINION

These cultures are already fighting a battle to retain, even
SHANNON SWANSON, OPINIONS EDITOR
regain, their identity and honor, and reducing them to symbols
and mascots in the same league as Panthers, Eagles and Lions
does not aid the struggle.
Therefore, University Chronicle will identify sports teams
with American Indian team names by their university in stories,
Planning for graduation
attire so I wouldn't have to
tell me that any
headlines and advertisements. For example, references to the
involves preparing a resume,
stare in my closet for an hour
communications major is
University of North Dakota Fighting Sioux will now be either
shopping
for
new,
interviewthe
next
morning
trying
to
appropriate
for the position he
University of North Dakota or UND.
approQriate clothing and
decide what to wear.
had available.
This also applies to the representation of American Indian
attending special events
I took people's.advice and
After a series of questions
mascots.and logos. Such emblems will be replaced with
geared toward seniors. One of arrived early to the Job Fair at and answers, I bluntly asked
alternate signs, if possible, or the university's official logo.
these
special
events
the
Minneapolis
what
position he had
KVSC-FM, the Athletic Department, and University Public
Convention Center
available. The employer Relations and Publications have already made similar decisions includes the Job Fair
sponsored
by
Career
so
I
wouldn't
have
to
danced
around my question
to avoid American Indian mascots. University Chronicle, too,
Services.
stand in line waiting and eventually tried to
feels it is the right choice.
I heard opinions
to talk to employers. convince me that I would be ·
· One area in which we cannot completely eliminate these
of what to expect
When I got there
perfect for a sales position. He
references is in photography. Just as the choice to avoid these
from Job Fair '97,
around
8:30 a.m., I
later admitted to me that the
team names is a matter of ethics, so is the prohibition against
both
from
those
who
.waited
in
a
lopg
line
company
contracts out for
manipulating the content of photos.
.
just to have my coat their public relations work and
If an athlete's uniform displays the team name and/or mascot, attended the fair in
the
past
and
people
he
was
recruiting
for their
---'--'--L - - J checked in.
it is ~ot always possible to avoid displaying it in a photograph,
who thought they
When I finally
sales department.
and m the interest of journalistic integrity, we cannot remove
didn't need to attend. Since
entered the room where the
I was not happy with the
portions of a photograph.
Career Services did such a
employers were, I gathered
end result of the interview
Some may think that by this decision, the Ch,:onicle is
great
job
of•advertising
the
infonnation
about
the
because
I was led to believe I
buckling under to pressure applied by American Indian groups
Job Fair, I decided to check it
organizations I was interested
was interviewing for a public
or that we are trying to curry favor with them. You might also
out
and
form
my
own
opinion.
in
from
their
booths.
I
relations
position. However, I
think this is just another example of the liberal media rearing its
I registered for the Job Fair received valuable infonnati6n left the Job Fair with positive
ugly, politically correct head.
· at Career Seryices and had my from employers and had the
thoughts. There were a lot of
In truth, this issue was called to our ~ttention through letters,
fesµme sent to an organiz.a.tion opportunity to
employers
phone calls and meetings. Groups voiced their concerns about
that
was
conducting
discuss
my
willing to talk
the printing of American Indian team names to us, and we
interviews for a public
qualifications.
to college
listened. We realized we had not seriously addressed this issue
relations position. When I
students and
When the
and that it was time for us to take a stand.
picked up my packet from
time came for
give useful
H_owever, this policy change is neither a blow to journalistic
Since Career
Career Services, I was happy
my interview,
infonnation.
accuracy nor the First Amendment. The University Chronicle
Services
did
such
Even
buttertli!!s
editorial board made this decision on its own, and a reference to to notice I had an interview
scheduled
at
2
p.m.
circled
inmy
though
I had a
a great job of
"the Chiefs football team" is the same as a reference to "the
negative
I
took
the
advice
from
a
stomach
as
I
Morningside football team."
advertising
the
_experience
professor and decided to
approached the
Chron_ic/e adviser Michael Vadnie pointed out the current
. research the company I had an employer.
with one
job Fair, I
editorial board's authority extends as far as the end of spring
interview with. I found out
He greeted .
employer, I
quarter. We only hope the future administratiovs of this
decided-to
check
what type of products they
mein a
had positive
newspaper continue this policy.
friendly but
it out and form experiences
The American Indian cultures of the United States are a vital offer and how long the
company ha$ been in business. professional
talking to other
part of our society, and they should not be trivialjzed as they are
nry own opinion. employers
manner. When
The night before the Job
by sports teams which use American Indian symbolism. It is not
who could be
Fair, I updated my portfolio
I asked him
a sign of honor.
about the public relations
good contact people in the
and attempted to make it
position, he told me that his
future. Overall, I'm glad I had
appear more professional. I
advertisement was somewhat
the opportunity to attend Job
layed out my most
Fair '97.
professional-looking business
misleading. He proceded to

Fair-goers search for employment

• •
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Random Acts of
Valentines here
In honor of Random Acts of Kindness Week, I am offering
Random Thoughts and Valentines for your Friday reading
pleasure. So, my loves, here goes:
Yes, HoUy, that was me from the trivia team, which shall go
unmentioned. That was I on my own personal hours 17 anp 18
with no sleep or thoughts even remotely close to it.
I haggled, cajoled and certainly irritated
the kind souls like Holly answering at the
Now&
phone bank.The KVSC-FM staffers were
1iIEN
first and foremost a congenial lot over the
Trivia Files marathon.
Our team worked in spurts of sometimes
glory and other times shame.The dispute
line finally connected with our miserable
-lot and gave us some breaks. We were
much pleased, and finished on Sunday with
a goal reached - a finish in the top half of
the 48 teams.
It was my first stab at trivia aside from
BYMlKE
casua1 listening in years past. I'm scared to
CREGER
try it again in concern for my health. I'm
sure a small fever will gather in my head
next February and the zest will be there again. So, Holly, buck
up and get ready. In the meantime, a Valentine to you.
■

Speaking of Random Acts of Kindness, a thought crossed my
mind: Are they random acts if they happen during a week
planned to celebrate them? Aren't they more premeditated than
random? As I ponder, I wait for a random act to come my way that
doesn't involve a sledgehammer. My random act? I'm planning
to get up on top of Sherburne Hall (naked, of course) and drop
rose petals until someone stops me.
•
■
My friend was bitten by a dog last week. She is the person
who got me to love dogs again after a childhood filled with cool
fann cats and lousy, mongrel, stray dogs. While she was in the
hospital, I took care of her dog (not the one that bit h~r) an.d.her
sister's cat.
I now hate house cats.
As a kid I dug the farm cats because they didn't contradict
themselves. They were on their own for most of their food and
wannth. They had every reason to give you a smanny look and
the old "cat brush-off." Pampered house cats don't have
anything to be Cocky to humans about, but seem to enjoy their
catness even more than their outdoor kin.
Hey house cats, no Valentine for you.
■

Still wondering about my childhood dogs? They were so
weird and inbred and scary that we named the one who howled
all the time "Melody" and ·the one who relished in thoroughly
cleaning his scraps bowl "Potlicker." Bet they were real JX)pular
at the weekly neighborhood dog rallies up on the hill. I'm sure
they never got Valentines either.
■

Still on the name thing, lets all bow our heads for my three
favorite cats of childhood. Killer, Killer's Cousin and Liat
(that's 'tail' backwards). Killer ran away after a homemade
neutering by my knife-wielding Iowa aunt. Killer's Cousin was
crushed under a cow's hoof. Liat was.killed by the neighbor's
dog when they came over to help butcher chickens. I'll never
forget the sight of the ugly black lab's jaws filled with the white
Siamese fur of the great Liat. Wherever you cats are now, a
wann-blooded Valentine.
■
Now that this column has spun into a cheesy animal act, let
me tell you that the end is near. Now cheered, I want to remind
you to forget the bitterness that lately attaches itself to
Valentine's Day and just enjoy the inanity of it. Heck, you
might even want to fashion a box for Valentines out of a Quaker
Oatmeal package and distribute your words of love. Try it.

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UNIVERSITY Chronicle.
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Left-handed discrimination
doesn't stop with desks
I just wanted to write in resJX)nse to the
editorial about about how left-handed people
are neglected. It doesn 't just stop with desks
and table settings.
I used to look upon my lefty disposition as
something which made me unique; I still do. I
would recognize other southpaws, and treat
them as brothers and sisters. I even subscribed
to a !eft-handed magazine and bought items
designed for left-handed people as novelties.
Recently, my attitude took a less light
hearted tum.
Last year, I started out to write a humorous
paper on the discrimination of the ."people of
alternate-handedness," but began to realize
how neglected we "other-handed" people are.
Even something as simple as the controls on a
microwave, VCR, TV or CD player show how
dominated this world is by right-handed

people. The controls are almost always
oriented to the right. It doesn't stop·there. Disk
drives on computers are on the right side, the
gas on a motorcycle or snowmobile is
controlled by the right hand and-even a stamp
on an envelope must be on the right hand side.
This may sound ridiculous. It was originally
intended to ·be satirical, but I challenge you to
disprove me. Look carefully at your world and
see tlte right-handed influence in how things
are designed. Laugh, chuckle or chortle if you
wish. I won't take offense, because I have
learned to adapt to the right-handed world: I
don't even expect you to take me seriously, Out
you will see I am right.
-,

Christopher Jacobson
Senior
.Criminal justice studies

Advertisement found offensive
It amazes me that nobody else has. written in · The ad in the Chronicle is not the sarp.e, I
about this yet. I refer to the advertisements in
realize, but I still question the necessity of
the University Chronicle for Panache Salon and using that particular photo.
By the way, the writings of your staff
Spa which feature a nude woman.
member, Mr. Creger, have another fan in me.
I realize that what advertisers want,
When I read the column on the "freaky nonadvertisers get. But is this picture really
trad," to which I could relate, I knew I'd be
necessary? It's reminiscent of those~ times
reading more in the future. I also liked Mr.
when I'm paging through the sports pages in
Whalen's recent column. Keep up the good
the Star Tribune and happen to see an ad for
work,guys.
"Hot Girls" or "Exotic Dancers By the
pozens." Those are truly offensive, but I also
Carlene Dean
find-it ~using that they are found in that
Junior
section. Reaching a target audience, I suppose.
Mass communications

Do you exist?
Do ycx.i read Ills AeWSpaper? Do yo.i harbor reaction to lhings yoo see fl Univel'sity Chroride? Then yoo are eocruraged to write lllmedatel'f.

Letter Policy
All letters must include the followiog: Name, Year in school (if applicable), Major (d applicable) or City of residence, Signature.
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and syntax. Please keep letters under 300 words.
•
All letters must be typed or sent via e-mail.

e-mail: chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
University Chronicle encourages all readers to share their thoughts.
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Housing
1, 2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. Located on Campus Clipper
bus route. Michigan Place
Apartments. 654-8300.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Great amenities, close in location.
Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.
1,2,3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents, June,
July and August. $260-$375. Low
security deposn. 654-8300.

Classifieds

2-BDRM. APT. '$490/MOITTH.
Heat, water, garbage included, ons~e laundry., located on bus line.
654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
$280-$325.
Summer
lease.
Volleyball court, picnic tables, onsite laundry. Call today, limited
availability. 654-8300.
. 2-BDRM. '$275/MOITTH..
3 month summer lease. Close to
campus, on-site laundry: 654-8300.

2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
1-BDRM. APT.
$260/month. June, July and August. · Property, 251-8284, 25Hl~t8.

Policies:

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two !mes, cosung $2. Pnces
are per issue.
~- ·.
·
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing accQunt
with University Chronicle.

Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run mi a space available basis.
For more infonnation, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds .manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during nonnal business hours,
apts. Discounted rates. Very close.
251-6005, Excel Properties.

SE side, parking, laundry. Call

Sharon, 654-8300.
1-BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.
$380/month. Heat, water, garbage,
parking included. located on
campus bus line. 654-8300.

$$$ 1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.

3-BDRM. APT.
1 or 2 bath. $360-$375. June, July
and August. A.C., on-stte laundry.
6?4-8300.

Pnvate :!LfnBf~r~~!' apt. for
women. Close to SCSU. Discounted
rates. 251-6005.

4-BDRM. APTJ$295/MOITTH.
June, July and August. Basic cable
included, microwave, DW, AC, miniblinds. High Point Apartments, 2599673.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.

located on campus· bus line. 6548300.

4-BDRM. APTS. ON 5TH AVE.
Now renting summer/fall. Best deal
on 5th ave. $189/month, 12 month
lease or start Sept. 1. $225/month.
Details? 259-0977.

1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrm.
Close to campus, bus tine, parking,
on-site laundry. Call Sharon, 6548300.

97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
17 locations left. Houses, apt.
houses and apt. buildings.
Responsible and respectful young
adults wanted. Dan, 255-9163.

1 OR 2-BDRM. APT.
avai18.ble now. $420-$485/month.
Heat includes: On-site laundry,

~"
V:

LJLJ
Out the Perks

at Campus Place
Apartments .

Now Renting
3 and 4 BRM Apts.
Within Walking Distance to
Campus
Amenities InClude:
•Free off-street parking
•Free $50 gift certificate
from Coborns
• Free heat, water, and
garbage
• Free storage garage for

bike's
• Free study room on our 3
bedroom apartments
• Garages and truck under
available

Other Amenities Include:
• On site laundry
•Controlled entries
• Distlwashers, microwaves,
A/C, and mini-blinds

$199 per person on 4 BRM's
$249 per person o_n 3 BRM's
Also Renting for Summer
Starling at $125 per person

252-2000

$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts.
Close to campus, heat paid. 2518284, 251-9418.
$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
Riverside Property. 251-8284, 2519418.
$300/MOITTH-4-BDRM. APT.
Large apartment close to campus.
Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654-8300.
710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$540-$600. Nine month leases.
Electric Heat.· Free parking. Dan,
255-9163.
.
AMENITIES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, A/C, one and ·a hatt
baths. Riverside Property, 2518284, 251-9418.
APTS.
.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,
$.99 per month, fall, starting at $169
per month. Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.
ATTN: WOMEN,
share house. Laundry, parking,
keyed rooms, walking distance, falt,
• $175-$230.,Tammy, 252-9839.
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
APTS.
Eight locations, close to SCSU, heat
paid, dishwashers, garages, Excel
Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms for men in four-bdrm.
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AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
FALL,
Private rooms and four-bdrm. apts.,
heat paid, dishwasher, micro., NC.,
campus close. 251-6005.

APTS., 12 month, $275 each. Fall
$315 each, summer $155 each
THREE-BDRM. APTS. 12 month.
$225 each. Fall $255 each, summer
$135 each. ROOMING HOUSE.
Nine-bdrms, ten peop!e. 12 month
$215, fall $245, summer $125. Star
Properties. Phone 267-3291 or 2551274. Greg.
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
dishwashers. 251-8284, 251-9418.
COLLEGIATEVIEW.
Two-bdrm.'apts, $450. Electric Heat.
Spacious. Dan, 255-9163.

BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!
$290-$325. June, July and August.
On-site laundry, bus line. 654-8300.

CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Property. 251-8284, 2519418.

BENTONWOOD.

EFFICIENCY APT.
available 6-1-97. Two blocks from
campus. Very nice, discounted rent.
251-6005, Excel Pl'Operties.

FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE
to share. Available immediately. Call
Timothy, 255-0870.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.
HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS.
Quality li_ving. 7:bdrm.-13 bdrm.
Heat r>aid, responsible and
respectful young adults. Dan, 2559163.
HOUSE WANTED.
Very responslble married couple
looking for small hous~ to rent July 1
near SCSU. Please call Sam, (320)
558-8628.

LANCASTER PLACE.
Luxury off-campus living starting at
BEACHWOOD.
an affordable price, $210/person.
One-bdrm. apts. near D.T. and
Spacious two and three-bdrm. apts.,
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
EASTWOOD PARK.
modem light oak cabinets, window
beginning 6/1 or 9/1 . $310-$360. One and two-bdrm. $450/month. Jumishings, dish.washers, cor:rtroll~d
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
~ Includes heat, water, "garbag'Ernl'id entries, attractive grounds, laun~ry
parking. On-stte laundry. 252-2000. on each floor, garages and plug-ms
BEAUTIFUL, FOUR-BDRM.
available. 654-1069, 252-2000.
EFFJCiENCIES
. HOUSE,
private parking spot, W/0, large and one-bdrm. apts., close to
LARGE BDRM.
rooms. Must see. All utilities paid. downtown and SCSU. Many extras. in two-bdrm. apt. near SCSU. For
Fall, $255, Summer, $135. Call Riverside Property. 251-8284, 251- responsible person. $250, incl. util.
Dean, 255-0934.
9418.
W/D, cable. 656-9174.

2120 and 3/1. On and two-bdrm.

apts. SE St. _Cloud JNCT. Hwy. 10
and 23. Dan, 251-1925.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus line. $400, twelve month lease.
$450, nine month lease. JNCT. Hwy.
10 and 23. Dan, 255-9163.
BEST"SUBLEASE DEAL
on 5th Ave. Immediate openings,
men and women.
Usually
$219/month, now $179/month thru
May. Private room, free cable,
individual tease, low depostt. 259-

EFFICIENCY AVAILABLE
3/1. Close to campus. Select

Properties, 253-1124.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
ASAP! Two-bdrm. apt., fireplace,

tl:o~~!~~
t~1~te;s1~~4~c~~d
leave message.

oon.

FEMALE WANTED.
$170/month, on-site parking. Free
on-campus parking permit. Melissa,
202-1531.

BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results. 253-0910.

.flVE AND SEVEN-BDRM.
houses available· for summer rental
or summer storage. Steve, (612)
861-1609"

CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage.. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CEDAR SQUARE EAST.
One-bdrm., $390 per month, twobdrm., $410,$445 per ·month.
Special:· orie month free. Call for
details; 251-3617.
CHECK IT OUT!!
Nice properties, great locations. 4,
5 6 avenues, one block to campus.
New~ remodeled. EFFiCIENCY, 12
month, $345/mo. TWO-BDRM.

· FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., A/C, campus
ciose, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-60()5.
FOUR-BDRM.,
close to campus. Microwave, N.C,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. $110 Sl,lmmer,
$220 fall. 253-1320.
FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE.
Garage, huge yard. East side of
river. Available June, year lease.
259-9434.

LOOKING FOR A HOME?
Three fun and feisty ladies are
looking for a fall quarter roommate.
If you're flexible and inclusiv~, call
us, 255-2384.
M&M APARTMENTS.
Four-bdrm. apts. available for
summer, fall. 259-9434.
M&MSUITES.
One room efficiency available
immediately. Also renting for
summer and fall. Quiet building.
Includes util~ies, expanded cable.
259-9434.
MALE SUBLEASER WANTED
spring quarter in four-bdrm. apt.
259-9434.
METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms., close to
SCSU, decks, dishwashers. Heat
paid, A/C, security, garages, micros.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
NEAT, NEWLY REMODELED
five-bdrm. house. One block from
campus. Lots of parking, female
preferred. Marl<. (612) 531-9158.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdrms. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
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NOW RENTING,

eight locations, campus close,
amenities galore, Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.
OLYMPIC II.
Three-lour-bdrms. near Hockey

~~n~~fi :a:~~~~~~~:ic~:

secunty, garages and ports. Heal
paid. Results, 253-091 o.
ONE IN FOUR-BDRM.,
subleaser specials, $179 and up.
Un~ersrry Square, 251-0525. ·
ONE OR TWO BDRM. APT.
in· a house. Private bathroom. No
pets. Part<ing, laundry. 253-5340.
•
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. Heat paid, well
maintained bldgs., eight locations,
close to campus, dishwashers,
parking, laundry, Excel Prop. Mgmt
251-6005.

ROOMMATE:
$225 per month. Utilities, cable,
washer/dryer included. No parties.
Sartell Trailer, 202-8191.

,TWO-BDRM.
in
duplex
by
Halenbeck.
Summer/1all. Gall 251-8941.

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed. $209/monlh. Gall Beckie or

. Enn, 255-3437.

WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
secu;ity. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments,
ever!!! $$$Cash for college$$$. For
inlo.: (800) 243-2435.
BUSINESS MAJORS!
Delta Sigma Pi is awarding three
$100 scholarsOips for spring
quarter1 Applications are in Business
Building offices and must be
received by Feb. 18th. Questions,
call Jill at 255-3499.

~==,.,...,=-===--=--=:c'"1 ·
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SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
Beach Florida. Sandpiper-Beacon
Beach Resort, three pools, one

indoor pool, huge beach side hot
TWO-BDRM.
· tub, surres up lo ten people, Ti~
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall. Beach bar, home al the world's
Summernall. Gall 251-8941.
longest keg party. Free info., (800)

ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Need one nvf to share .two.-bdrm.
apt 2.5 miles from SCSU. $210 +
electric. On bus line, great for
EIGHT SAD GIRLS!!
S.O.T.A. student. Call Chris, 240- • We were bad and got caught. Now
9025.
we are campused and can't go to
Mazatlan for spring break. Must sell
our trips. We paid $518 for air, 7
nights hotel, transfers and party
package. Will sacrifice lor $399.
Call (800) 571-5874: ask lor
Leslie.

::.::::=

~~:dpipelbeac6n.com.

SUBLEASER WANTED
for spring quarter. Men and women
to share four-bdrm. apts. Close to
campus, reasonable rates. 251·
6005, Excel Properties.

FUND RAISERMotivated groups needed to earn
$500+ promoting AT&T, Discover,
gas and retail cards. Since 1969,
we've helped thousands al groups
raise the money they need. Cal
Bndget at (800) 592-2121 x174.
Rree CD to qualified callers.

~:gs.

INSIDE SALES.
Seeking
part-time
lelemarketer with good
phone
voice
and
communication skills. Fun
business. 240-6988.

~=~~-;ide. ~~e fee,.. y:~ •
commitment. Nannies Plus.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING.
Term papers, thesis, etc. Efficient
service, reasonable, flexible hours.
Call i'Jice at 251-7001.

Sandy, (800) 726-3965.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
,professional and courteous, will
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will In into
your
wedding
day
plans.
Specializing in candids be!ore,
during and after the ceremony. You
retain the
negatives! Two
photographers to ma.ke sure that
every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
infonnation, call Paul at 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment

7 S"'KA=E=-M=PccLO:c:Y-;:M:-::E:-;Nt;;-.-~A7LA
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
Food/lodging! Get all the options.
Gall (919) 918-7767, ext. A199.

BAHAMAS.
looking for a great lijestyle? lf you
enjoy excitement, people and travel,
our company is loo•ng foryou 1Earn
while you learn! Call 654-1110, M-F.

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCO"-(E

C200.

Headqu~rt~rs and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.

GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, rao's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 lor
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
current listings.
· Earn to $2000+/mo. plus free wortd
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). No
exp. necessary. Roon>1loard. Ring
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, (919) 918-7767, ext. C199.
Three and four-bdrm. unijs close to BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and 4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97.
heat paid. Results Property 218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current Eii.m $500-$1000 weekly stuffing
Management, 253-0910.
listings.
.
envelopes. For details, rush $1 with
SASE to: Group Five, 6547 N
SUMMER & FALL
SPRING BREAK '97.
Academy Blvd. Depl. N, Colorado
'97-'98 school year. Two, four and Don't be left out, space limited!! Spnngs, Co. 80918.
live-bdrm. apls. $235-$279. Call Panama City and Daytona Beach
259-9283, 252-6697.
HELP WANTED.
Flonda from $119. Call (800) 648Merv'women earn $480 weekly
4849.
TWO AND THREE-BDRM. APTS.
assembling circuit. boards/electronic
Large apts. for summer and fall. Ask .
SPRING BREAK MAZATiLAN!
components at home. Experience
Jar Allan, 251-1010 or 253-3488.
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
From $399. (800) 395-4896.

SUBLEASE SPRING QUARTER.
Single bdrrns. in houses/apts. Dan,
255-9163.

openings your local area.
Call (520) 680-7891 ext.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
NANNIES!
Two barbers: all cuts, walk·i~. 251· • Call the ELITE nanny
9fo~ II~gT~E. a~~ec~~a~~ · .seryice! .Exciting positions

$1,000'S POSSIBLE
FREE TRAVEL ANYWHERE . reading books. Part time. At home.
in the world! Don't let another Toll lree, (800) 218-9000 ext. Rarduous endeavor interrupt you 3883 for llstings.
from enjoying your leisurely
FREE Parties
Ciiil Best Pukagei
activities. Make your vacation
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
Q.lallS immediately after receiving !}'ping. Part time. At home. Toll free
:::: :'~~ties EH Best Prices ,
tudent Express Inc. Guaranteed! - exciting details. Rush check or (800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 lor
money
order
for
$3
to
E.th.
Bulo
listings.
1.800.787.3787
Inc., P.O. Box 298, Oakdale, N.Y.
11769-0298.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. For info. call
ROOMS FOR RENT.
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
(301) 429-1326.
No smoking. House near campus. Credit card fund raisers for
251-2116.
fratem~ies, sororities and groups.
$1,750 WEEKLY
Any carf4)us organization can raise possible mailing our circtilars. For
SINGLES.
up to $1000 by earning a whopping inlo. call (301) 306-1207.
MIF, available immediately. $169 per '$5,VISA application. Gall (800) 932monlh. Selecl Properties, 253-1154. 0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
ARE YOU MOTIVATED BY
receive free I-shirt
INCOME & SUCCESS?
SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
Growing company is interviewing for.
two large bdrms., close to SCSU,
FT. LAUDERDALE/BAHAMAS
part-time positions that will increase
cheap summer and fall rates. cruise! Two person package, $199 pay as your ability grow. Require
Rwerside Property, 251-8284, 251- each, airfare excluded. Call for rootivated team players. Inquiries
9418.
.
detai~. (612) 241-4104, Sandy.
call, 267-5634.
· STATEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
secunty. Heal paid. Results, 2530910.
'
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NEEDED:
Summer camp staff. Are you
energetic, resourceful, cheerful, kind
, enjoy the outdoors and dlildren? If
you answered yes to · these
questions, then come join us for the
summer at one of the beautiful
camps operated by Land of Lakes
Girl Scout Council. We are looking
for General Counselors, waterfront
food service and a health
supervisor. Don't .wait and miss the
opportunity to spend your summer
in North Central Minnesota. Call or
write for an application and more
information today. Land of lakes
Gil Scout Council, 117 S. 41h St,
Waite Park, MN 56387-1470. (320)
252-2952 or (800) 955-6032. .
RESIDENT MANAGER,
looking for mature student team to
manage a 23-unit student housing
complex. Duties include: office
administration, rent collection,
resident relations, leasing, janitorial
duties, light maintenance, superior
grounds maintenance. (Nontraditional student couples are
welcome to apply) Compensation
includes a rent free, one-bdrm. apt
plus salary and leasing incentives.
Send resume to Campus- Place,
P.O. Box 1715, SI. Cloud, MN 56302
or lax to 252-2752 or call 252-2000.
RESPONSIBLE PERSON,
see~ng house-sitting posltk>n. (320)
203-8266.
SPRING BREAK CANCUN
or Mazatlan. Sell 15 trips and travel
free. lowest price guaranteed. Food
and drink packages available. Call
Sunbreaks, (800) 446-8355.
SUMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT.
Girl Scout Council of greater
Minneapolis operates two girls'
summer resident camps near
Minneapolis metro area and is
loking for enthusiastic, flexible,
creative individuals sincere about
providing girls w/positive and
challenging ~xperiences in outdoor
settings. POSITIONS: Bu~ness and
program
directors,
health
supervisors, counselors, lifeguards,
art and nature specialists, challenge
course staff, riding staff, trip director,
animal farm specialist. Minimum
age 18 years old. Salary, room &
board, health insurance. June 16August 22. Write/call Jar applk:ati6n
packet Human Resources, Girl
Scout Council of Greater Mpls.,
5601 Brooklyn Blvd.; Minneapolis,
MN 55429. (612) 535-4602 ext. 297.
AA/EOE.

For Sale
1986 HONDA ACCORD
at boo~ $4200, selling $3750. Call
202-7805.

praceisfog . mliil

far,

national COA'lpany! Free
sapplies, postage! Na

selling! Bonuses! s::.:1
immediately! Genuine
. appartunityiAushS.A,S.E.:
V M C, SUITE' \74
1861 N.FEDEIIAL Riff

DOU.YIIOOD,fl, 33020"

_i.

IBM APTIVA 535.
CD ROM, 16 mb, RAM, 66 mhz.,
color printer, 14• monitor. Call Tom,
251-2380.
MACPRINTER
(Style Wnter II). B & W, condition
great as new. $99/b.o. 259-4903,
WEDDING GOWN.
Ivory, off-shoulder, drop waste.
Paula, 255-5552. $150.

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAL! Take time today to let
your friends, family and sweetheart
know how mudl you love them .and
thank God for them! Then you will
know the tnrth and lhe tnrth will set
you free!
FREE VALENTINE GIFT
for all who respond. Give this same
FREE gift to friends, a sweetie, to
neighbors, and or relative. It's the
gift of salvation. Simply ask Jesus to •
come into your heart ancl ask for
forgiveness of your sins. ·Yuo thus
will be able to spe'nd forever in
heaven instead of being miserable
in hell. This is the best gift you can
receive or help give to others for
their Mure. It's probably the greatest
thing you could ever do for yourself
and for others too. Happy Valentines
Day everybody!'
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Prayer is precisely as
effective as rubbing a rabbit'.s foot
Biblical Jesus Christ is going to hell.
He predicted he would uphold ?.very
single aspect of .the old law. (Matt
5:17-18) Yet changed or ~nored
dielary laws (Matt. 15:11)(Mark
7:15), lhe washing al hands (Luke
11:37-38), lhe sabbath (John 5:811)(Lu~e 13:10-16), lasting rules
(Mark 2:18-20), rules on adultery
(John 8:4-11 ), rules on divorce
(Matt. 5:32). He lied. Those who
change the old law wilt be punished
(Prov. 30:5-6)(Rev. 22:18-19).
Question. Atheism is true.
TO J/S PRETEND:
Skeptical questioning of God should
lead to agnosticism. We have no
absolute methodological means for
falsifying the existence of God;
therefore, maybe God is, maybe
God isn't. Your personal faith in
atheism's truth as expressed in your
weekly messages illustrate atheism

:g

r;~~:i~.~~~ee~ b:e~?
Skeptk:ally question everylhing.

Notices

ATTENTIONany women interested in playing
rugby. Contact Sera at 203-7287 or
1991 FORD PROBE.
. Tina at 255-4540. No experience
85 K, sporty, great condition. Asking necessary. Anyone welcome.
$5500. 743-4434.
Practices start in January.
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THERES ALOr TO WVE AT

THE ELECTRIC FETUS VALENTINE SALE!

12.99 CD

7.99 CS

8.99 CD

4.99 CS

12.99 CD

12.99 CD

7.99 CS

8.99 CD

4.99 CS

9.99 CD

7.99 CS

6.99 CS

10%OFF Music • 20%OFF Gifts
EXCLUDES SALE PRICES LISTED

...

a.iit1.,j

~

leah andreone
veiled

11.99 CD

7.99 CS

1?.99 CD

7.99 CS

'

(fI 11bab¥~
metus·
6T. CLOUD

9.99 CD

4.99 CS

9.99 CD

6.99

CS

11.99 CD

9.99 CD

7.99 CS

6.99 CS

Also available: Rock & Roll
Hits of the 50's, 6o's and SO'S

SALE ENDS SUNDAY!
28 South 5th Avenue
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
251-25 69

HOURS:
MON-FRI 10 - 9
SATURDAY 10-8
SUNDAY
11-6

IVISAI

IMC I
jmsq

